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Econophysics is an interdisciplinary research area where physicists apply their
thinkings and methods to economics. The field is motivated by extensive empirical
observations made available through the growing volume of economic data. This
study focuses on one particular aspect of econophysics - agent-based modeling of
financial market. There are a number of universal patterns found in financial time
series called ‘stylized facts’; among them are fat-tail distributions and long memory
in volatilities. These patterns cannot be explained by the theory of rational agents
or efficient market hypothesis. Additionally, the market agents interact with each
other to give rich phenomena including social learning and herding. Hence in the
past decades, there has been a growing trend of simulating the financial market
based on the interactions of agents with different behavioral rules, and such models
are called agent-based models.
Empirical evidence indicates that technical traders dominate trading activity with
shorter holding period compared to fundamental investors. Hence daily price fluc-
tuations are influenced much more by technical traders. Empirical and theoretical
evidence suggests that agents tend to have similar opinions after large price fluctu-
ations, and diverged opinions after tranquil market conditions. Such a mechanism
vii
can be incorporated into an agent-based model to simulation price dynamics. With
a realistic set of parameters, the model produces power-law tail distribution in re-
turns with numerical accuracy, and the result is found to be robust with different
parameter values. In addition, the model is able to capture the power-law tail
distribution in daily number of trades at the same time, signifying a sound mech-
anism underlying the model. By incorporating the intraday seasonality in trading
volumes, extension of the model to intraday returns produces several empirical
statistical patterns at high frequencies.
Theoretical analysis on the agent-based model is carried out in line with Autore-
gressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity (ARCH) model formulation. With the ad-
ditional empirical evidence showing heterogeneous investment horizons of agents,
an extended stochastic volatility model is derived and it is able to produce long
memory of volatility found in financial time series, with quantitative accuracy.
Mathematical analysis leads to a scaling relation between the heterogeneity of in-
vestment horizons and decay speed of volatility. The analysis provides a behavioral
interpretation of the long-term memory of absolute and squared price returns: they
are directly linked to the way investors evaluate their investments by applying tech-
nical strategies at different investment horizons, and this quantitative relationship
is found to be in agreement with empirical findings.
By drawing an analogy to phase transition in physics, one-to-one correspondence
between financial market and statistical mechanics is made, and the long-range
correlation in time scale directly gives rise to the apparent critical phenomenon
in financial market. Comparing the stochastic volatility model with other ARCH
family models, this work gives an explicit interpretation to the general formulation
viii
of ARCH models in terms of agent behaviors, and provides a new avenue for
calibrating parameters based on empirical behaviors rather than statistical fitting.
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The term econophysics refers a relatively new discipline that aims to deal with
economic systems using the thinkings and approachs from physics. While it is still
arguable what exactly the definition of econophysics is, the way physicists deal with
such a complex system of economics has definitely provided some new perspectives.
While economic theories usually assume rational market participants (agents) with
certain utility functions, new evidence points out the fact of abundant irrational
behaviors among them. Additionally, the agents interact with each other to give
rich phenomena including social learning and herding, as opposed to the idea of
‘representative agents’ who only look at price and utility. The complexity of such
interactions has not been paid much attention until recently. Physicists have a long
history of dealing with large number of interacting particles in the field of statistical
mechanics. Although it is a little far-stretched to say human beings can be treated
as mechanical particles in physical systems, it does not negate some meaningful
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contribution from physicists in the field of economics, and such endeavor is called
agent-based modeling.
This study only focuses on the study of financial market, which is possibly the most
studied among all areas of econophysics, due to the availability of large amount of
financial data at high frequencies in the recent decades and the market’s essential
role in modern economy. This field has been motivated by various empirical facts
found empirically in financial time series throughout the past decades, first of
which are fat-tail and volatility clustering by B. Mandelbrot in 1963 [1]. In the
past two decades, due to the availability of large amount of financial data, more
statistical facts were discovered in greater detail. H. E. Stanley has found power-
law tails in the distribution of returns [2], trading volumes and number of trades [3].
Such power-law tails follow largely invariant tail exponents across different markets
in the world. In statistical mechanics, similar universality phenomenon exists in
phase transition, and through renormalization theory such universality has been
successfully explained in terms of the interaction among particles regardless of the
size of interaction strength. This led physicists to wonder if there is a dominant
interaction mechanism underlying market dynamics that give rise to those universal
power-law exponents. Similar to particles, agents do interact with each other in
market with certain behaviors traits. If we model market based on interacting
agents, the models are named agent-based models.
In this work, agent behaviors are gathered through empirical evidence and theo-
retical intuition, and an agent-based model of financial market is constructed. The
mathematical analysis of the model is carried out using ARCH [4] formulation,
and extension is made to give a stochastic volatility model empirically calibrated
2
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from market data. This thesis is presented in seven chapters. In this chapter, an
overview is presented on the existing empirical and theoretical studies. Chapter
2 describes the data and methods used in this study, and Chapter 3 presents the
result of some empirical data analysis. Chapter 4 describes a new agent-based
model (ABM) of financial market, with some investigation on empirical behaviors
based on market data. Chapter 5 extends the ABM to a stochastic time series
model with additional empirical behaviors, and a detailed study into this new
stochastic volatility model is presented. Chapter 6 draws relation between our
stochastic volatility model and existing models, and presents a variation of our
model. Chapter 7 concludes the whole study and proposes further work.
1.1 Stylized facts in financial time series
Among all the economic time series, financial time series is possibly the most com-
prehensively documented. This allows academic community to carry out thorough
investigations on financial markets. Many universal features in financial time series
have been discovered over the years, starting with Mandelbrot’s discovery on com-
modity price patterns [1] in 1963. In the recent years some new universal patterns
related to scaling properties have been discovered [5–7], and have been confirmed
across different financial markets [8–11].
Before presenting the various stylized facts of financial time series, some basic




The price of an asset at time t can refer to the transaction price of a stock of a
company like IBM, or a commodity like cotton or gold. Exchange rate can also
be considered as a price and it shares many similar stylized facts with stocks and
commodities. Some studies use slightly different definitions of price (as in some
cases [12], quote price is incorporated to analyze price changes), but we stick to
the most conventional definition of transaction price.
Return rt
When specifying return, a time interval τ must be specified as a parameter. It
refers to the proportional changes in the prices before and after time τ . τ can
be chosen to be from 1 minute to a few months. In this study we use log return
as it is most frequently used in other literatures due to its additive nature, and
under most circumstances (when price change is not too big) it is equivalent to raw
returns. Let st denote the log value of price St, i.e. st = lnSt, the mathematical
definition of return is
rt = ln(St/St−τ ) = st − st−τ (1.1)
Trading Volume Vt
Volume is defined as the total amount of asset being traded during the time interval
τ . In terms of stocks it is simply the number of shares changed hands during that
time. There are studies using traded value which is the total traded dollar value
within a time interval τ . These two definitions are largely the same given no
significant change in price. For each trade i within the time interval t− τ to t, the
4
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Sometimes the number of transactions is used instead of real time as time scale.
There is merits for both choices of time scales, yet for simplicity we only use real
time scale in our analysis.
Number of trades Nt
The number of trades at time t simply refers to the total number of transactions
during a time interval τ .
1.1.1 Absence of autocorrelation in returns
It is widely accepted that prediction of price changes is almost impossible at a
meaningful time scale. This is in line with efficient market hypothesis (EMH), as
the market is efficient at arbitraging the correlations in returns when they appear,
until no more correlations exist for market participants to exploit. Mathematically,
the extend of predictability in stock market can be measured by autocorrelation
function (ACF) of return rt:
%l =
〈(rt+l − µ)(rt − µ)〉
σ2
, (1.3)
where 〈· · · · · · 〉 refers to the average, µ is the mean value of returns µ = 〈rt〉, and
σ2 is the variance of reutnrs σ2 = 〈(rt−µ)2〉. If price at time t is uncorrelated with
5
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price at a later time t+ l for any value of l, it means there is no predictability on
returns, and %l = 0.
The fact that %l ≈ 0 for any l larger than a few minutes has been verified by many
different studies. Figure 1.1 gives a graphical representation of this empirical fact.






















ACF of SP500 daily returns
Figure 1.1: Autocorrelation of S&P500 daily price returns. The dotted line marks
the noise level. The ACF of all lags are around noise level, signifying a lack of
significant memory in daily returns.
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1.1.2 Power-law probability distribution of large returns
The probability distribution of returns has received immense attention by aca-
demics and practitioners alike, as it gives the most straight forward representation
of market fluctuations. Discovery of fat tail or excess kurtosis in return distri-
butions can be tracked back to 1963, again in Mandelbrot’s paper [1]. In simple
words, fat tail means there is a significantly higher probability of large returns
than Gaussian distribution. It was later accepted that return distribution follows
a power-law at the tail region, meaning a straight line on log-log plot. Mathe-
matically speaking, this means the cumulative distribution function has the form
of P (r > x) ∼ x−ξr when x is big – typically a few times the size of standard
deviation σ. Here ξr is called the tail exponent of return distributions. The fact
that whether the value of ξr has a universal value across different financial markets
is still being debated, but it has been well accepted that its value is larger than 2,
which means the distribution is outside Levy stable distribution as hypothesized
in earlier literatures [5]. A tail exponent larger than 2 also means the variance -
second moment - is finite. Some results indicate that the fourth moment of return
statistics is finite, inferring a value of ξr larger than 4, yet others [13] show the
contrary. Certain studies [14] argue that there might not be any universal value
for ξr as it differs from asset to asset. The differences in opinion is possibly due to
different methods in estimating the tail exponents, as well as the range of empirical
data used in analysis.
The power-law tail has been repeatedly found in different markets during different
periods on stocks or stock indices. When the sample size is large - in the order of
7
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millions - the tail exponents ξr of high frequency data has often been found to be
close to 3 [2]. Similar results have been found in other markets including France,
UK [8, 9], Japan, [10] and India [11], but criticism [15] were directed at such
results for their lack of robust estimators used in evaluating the tail exponents.
Such criticism arised as physicists mostly used graphical fitting to conclude the
power-law tail nature of statistics, without rigorous statistical testing.
A reliable method for statistically estimating the tail exponent ξr is to use Hill
estimator and its various implementations. We will discuss this method in detail
in Chapter 2 as it is the one we use to carry out empirical analysis. While this thesis
does not assert any universal value on the tail exponent ξr, empirically retrieved
ξr values are used to verify our models and theories, and ξr ≈ 4 has been found.
1.1.3 Long memory of absolute and squared returns
Despite the apparently erratic nature of price fluctuations, the size of price fluctua-
tions tend to remember their own pasts. In other words, big price changes (without
regards to the sign of the changes) tend to be followed by big changes and small
changes tend to be followed by small changes. Mathematically speaking, it means
the auto-correlation of absolute returns (or squared returns) decays slowly with




The autocorrelation of absolute returns is defined similarly to 1.3:
ρl =
〈(|rt+l| − µ|r|)(|rt| − µ|r|)〉
σ2|r|
, (1.4)
with µ|r| = 〈|rt|〉 as the mean of absolute returns, and σ2|r| = 〈(|rt| − µ|r|)2〉 is the
variance of absolute returns.
The autocorrelation of squared returns can be defined in the similar way:
ρ′l =
〈(r2t+l − µr2)(r2t − µr2)〉
σ2r2
, (1.5)
with µr2 = 〈r2t 〉 as the mean of squared returns, and σ2r2 = 〈(r2t − µr2)2〉 is the
variance of squared returns.
The slow decay of autocorrelation with increasing time lag l has been well docu-
mented with high frequency returns as well [16–18], with the value of l being on
the scale of seconds to minutes. It must be noted that the existence of autocorre-
lation in absolute returns does not contradict with that of returns, as the earlier
does not involve the sign of rt. Figure 1.2 provides an graphic representation of
this fact. This means while it is hard to profit from predicting price returns, it is
possible to predict with some precision on the size of price fluctuations. This leads
one to suspect that the lack of autocorrelation in return itself is due to the lack of
memory in the sign of returns, which is related to the memory in trade signs ( +
for buy trades and − for sell trades). As we will see in the following section this is
actually not the case - trade signs do have some autocorrelations.
One additional remark has to be made here regarding the use of autocorrelation
9
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Figure 1.2: Autocorrelations of raw returns, absolute returns and squared returns
from S&P500 daily prices. While raw returns do not show significant ACF, both
absolute and squared returns show the opposite. Absolute returns have larger ACF
than squared returns, meaning more persistent memory.
as a statistical measure. The reliability of autocorrelation in financial time series
has been questioned [19] due to the existence of fourth moment of returns. As the
measure autocorrelation of squared returns is directly related to the fourth moment,
and there is an ongoing debate on whether the fourth moment is finite (Section
1.1.2), its validity could be questionable. Since this is a matter of mathematical
interest, this study does not discuss in depth on this issue.
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1.1.4 Memory in trade signs
Trades signs are defined as the buy/sell nature of a transaction. It has to be em-
phasized that while every transaction involves a buyer and a seller simultaneously,
it is usually initiated by one of them - either the buyer or seller. There are usually
two types of traders in the market in terms of order placement - market takers
who place market orders to buy/sell, and the transaction takes place at the best
price; market makers who place limit orders that are taken up by market orders
passively. The job of market makers is to provide liquidity to the market so that a
buyer does not need to wait to find a seller to have a transaction. Hence if a trade
is initiated by a buy/sell market order, the sign of the trade is assigned as +1/-1.
It has been observed that trade sign has a long memory as well [20–22]. One
explanation lies in the behaviors of large block of trades by institutional players.
In order to avoid market impact, large trades needs to be broken down and executed
in smaller blocks over days or weeks, resulting in correlated trade signs. In this
case, if the market makers place limit order price randomly, they would suffer a loss
due to the one-direction movement of price; thus market makers tend to adjust the
bid/ask price accordingly to minimize such a price trend. In [23], these behaviors
are investigated and used to explain the absence of autocorrelation in return despite
a clear autocorrelation of trade signs. In [24], the detailed strategy of breakdown
of large chunks is used to reproduce the various distributional properties in return,
volume and number of trades.
11
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1.1.5 Power-law distribution of trading volume, size and
number of trades
Compared to the abundance of literature on return statistics, trade volume distri-
bution receives much less attention. Although trading volume and number do not
reflect the price dynamics directly, they are very useful for deciphering behavioral
patterns of market participants.
[25] pointed out that the distributions of trading volume in both real time and
trade time scales has an asymptotic power-law tail with exponent less than 2. This
fact was later verified in UK and France stock market [3] with similar conclusion on
the tail exponents. Several estimators including Hill estimator and MS estimator
[26] give similar tail exponents below 2 as well. The same study also finds the
distribution of trade sizes has a power-law tail with exponent less than 2.
Similar to trade volume and size distribution, the number of trade distribution
has also been examined. [27] has found that its distribution also has a power-law
tail, with exponents between 3 and 4. [9] has confirmed this fact for both US and
France market.
Overall, power-law tail has been observed across different quantities in financial
market - price change, trade size, volume and number of trades. [24] gave a theory
to unite all these power-law tail exponents, and the mechanism is based on the be-
havior of institutional players. While [24] has explained the various tail exponents,
the model has not addressed the long memory property of price fluctuations.
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1.1.6 Other stylized facts
Aggregate normality of price returns
It has been observed that if one increases the return time interval τ , the tail of
return distribution gets thinner and eventually the distribution converges to a
Gaussian (Normal) distribution [28, 29]. This means the distribution converges to
Gaussian under aggregation of short time returns. But it has to be noted that this
convergence to Gaussian distribution is very slow - even when τ goes to the scale
of weeks or months the distribution still has a fatter tail than Gaussian.
Leverage effect
In financial market, there is a correlation between price returns and future volatil-
ities. Bad news which induces price drops tend to increase future volatility, yet
good news tend to decrease future volatility. This phenomenon has usually been
associated with psychology of market participants, and very often been incorpo-
rated into different models by arbitrarily introducing a term that is asymmetric
with respect to the sign of past returns. Since it is not one of the concerns in this
work, the details of this effect is ignored.
Time reversal asymmetry
As time evolves only in one direction, reversing the time may result in different
statistical properties. This apparently trivial fact is far from trivial as many time
series models do not exhibits such properties, yet empirical findings shows the
opposite is true [30]. This suggests that past squared returns influence future
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volatility in a different way of what is vice versa. In general, any model from
ARCH family would have time reversal asymmetry, but their extent of asymmetry
is very different from empirical values [31].
Order book properties
In recent years order book study has become a hot topic as there is a growing
amount of order book data available. The order books are examined in detail to
study market microstructure as well as trading behaviors at a tick-by-tick level
[32–36]. From some of these studies, certain power-law distributions are also found
with different exponents. While such studies are very important to understand
market behavior at a high frequency times scale, it is not closely related to this
work. Hence the findings are not presented here.
Among all the above mentioned properties of stylized facts in financial time series,
fat tail for returns and long memory in volatility are the most prominent. Most
studies has been focused on unraveling the possible underlying mechanism for these
two properties, and various explanation has been given with some success. In the
following section, we will present some agent-based models which could capture
these properties with some success. We will also discuss the shortcomings of those




The efficient market hypothesis (EMH) implicitly assumes the representative agent
model, in which all agents behave in the same way and maximize the same util-
ity function. On the other hand, the various stylized facts are not able to be
explained by the theory. In recent years, behavioral economics has emerged to
counter EMH for its ’rationality’ assumption, as empirical evidence has shown
a range of irrationalities among people, not to mention the most basic ones like
‘panic’ and ‘herding’. On a separate path, while various statistical models, in
particular GARCH ([37]) and its related models, are successful in capturing some
of these features, they are not able to convey a good understanding of the un-
derlying trading behaviors. The urge to understand market dynamics and have
better models to reproduce price fluctuations calls for a new approach of modeling
– agent-based models (ABM), in which irrationality is assumed, and interaction
among agents are incorporated. Heterogeneous behaviors and interactions of ABM
mean it is much more complex than the traditional representative agent models,
and many of them could only be solved with the help of computer simulations yet
analytical result can only be obtained for the most simplistic cases. Literature
on irrational agent behaviors emerged in the past decades, and many studies have
taken these findings into ABM – herding, myopic interest, or threshold trading,
just to name a few. Other than understanding market dynamics, ABM could also
help policy makers to regulate the market or define better market structure of
trading protocols [38, 39].
Although there are many physicists working in agent-based models, this stream of
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work started in the home ground of economics back in 1950, when William Philips
– who discovered Philips Curve – used a hydraulic machein in his simulation of
macroeconomics [40]. [41] is one of the first agent-based models on modern financial
market, and the work was collaborated between economists and a physicist. It
produced the cyclic behavior of financial market, yet most of the stylized facts were
not discussed. Lux-Marchesi Model [29] introduced the idea of fundamentalist-
chartist interaction into their model and successfully reproduced power-law tail.
This idea of fundamentalist-chartist was later well accepted by many ABM models
as a grounding assumption. Herding behavior was also incorporated into random
interaction among traders by Cont and Bouchaud [42] to produce power-law tail
in returns, and this model was modified further by many to produce other stylized
facts. The effect of updating decision threshold has been studied by Cont [43]
trying to explain the phenomenon of volatility clustering. There have been various
models focusing on agent behaviors of order books rather than price itself. One
recent study by Farmer [44] provides a very detailed empirical study on the order
book dynamics, and successfully reproduced price dynamics on certain stocks. All
these models have their strengths and weaknesses, and will be discussed in the
following sections.
1.2.1 Heterogeneous agent-based model (1999)
This model proposed in [29] was one of the first in reproducing fat tails with
volatility clustering. Rather than simply assuming all market participants are
rational (as what is stereotyped as ‘fundamentalists’), it assumes another group of
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agents who do not respect fundamental value in their decision making.
The market participants are classified into two groups: fundamentalists who believe
the stock price will get back to fundamental value in the future, and chartists who
either think the price will go up - optimists - or will go down - pessimists. All of the
traders (agents) update their strategies (fundamentalists, optimists, pessimists) at
every time step, which means they may change their trading strategies at any time
with certain probabilities. The mechanism that induces this strategy switching
is governed by some mathematical formulas and a set of parameters which are
complicated, yet the underlying rationale was simple: there are two motivations
for any agent to change strategy – profit and herding. ‘Profit driven’ means if
another strategy has made more profit in the previous time step, the agent is more
likely to change to that strategy. ‘Herding’ means if there are more agents adopting
another strategy, one would be more likely to change to the strategy.
At each time step, there is a fundamental price Sf which is randomly generated
from a normal distribution, and the market price is determined by excess demand
of all agents – the difference between the number of buyers and sellers.
The set-up of the model has ensured the market behaves around a equilibrium state
[45], where there is a balanced population in both groups. Once the price deviates
from fundamental value by too much, more chartists will switch to fundamental-
ists and stabilize the market back to this equilibrium. This resembles a system
fluctuating at a critical state, in support of the hypothesis market by econophysi-
cists that market is at a critical state similar to phase transitions. Power-law tail
exponent is found to be within 1.9 to 4.6, overlapping with the range of empirical
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of the mechanism behind the heterogeneous agent based
model [29]. The model assumes three types of strategies used by market partic-
ipants – optimistic and pessimistic strategies, as well as fundamentalists. The
traders switch from one strategy to another from time to time depending on the
performance of each strategy and the number of people using each strategy.
findings, and volatility clustering has also been produced by the model to some
extend.
As the first model to quantitatively produce stylized facts, this model has been
very successful, and follow-up studies has been carried out to examine the different
variations of this model [46, 47]. On the other hand, it has the drawbacks of being
complicated and involves too many parameters. Furthermore, [46] has pointed out
that the desirable stylized facts vanishes when the number of agents is larger than a
few thousands – in real market this number is much larger. Only if the strength of
herding effect grows with agent population, the stylized facts could be simulated.
But this idea of increasing interaction in herding is hard to justify in real market.
One possible way to get around this limitation is to introduce interaction network
structure as what has been done in [47]. In the original model, it was assumed
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every agent can interact with everyone else in the herding mechanism. Yet in [47],
it was assumed that each agent can only herd within the people he/she knows or
interact with. The interaction structure is defined in terms of network structure
of agents, with each individual agent being a node, and each pair of interaction as
a link. With such modifications, the model may still suffer from the ‘size effect’
unless very specific interaction structure is used.
1.2.2 Herding (percolation) model (2000)
Percolation is a term used in graph theory. It refers to the incidence when a
connected path exists through the whole graph (sometimes referred to ‘network’).
It has been studied both in physics and chemistry, where a material can be thought
of as a graph in limited dimensions - 2 or 3 dimensions. When borrowed to the
theory of networks, it also refers to the incidence when a giant connected cluster
exist in a network, and many critical phenomena appears at percolation.
To illustrate percolation in a network, let us first look at the case for a random
network. For a system of N lattice points (nodes) in D dimension, p is defined
to be the probability that two randomly chosen nodes have a link between them.
When a set of nodes with total number C is connected, meaning there is a path
of links connecting any two nodes in this set, a cluster of size C is formed. For
a given value of p, the distribution of cluster sizes C can be determined. When
the value of p is at a critical value pc, a giant cluster will be formed with the size
comparable to N , and this phenomenon is called percolation. At percolation, the
cluster size distribution will follow a power-law depending on the dimensionality
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of the system. A schematic illustration is shown in Figure 1.4.
Figure 1.4: Illustration of percolation in networks of different dimensions. The
figure on the left shows percolation on a two dimension square grid system. The
right figure shows the percolation on a random network, i.e. the links are randomly
generated to connect the nodes on the graph. Adopted from [42]
In the model developed by physicists [42], every agent can be thought of as one
node, and a link in the network can be interaction between to nodes, as not all
agents know every other agent in the market. In each cluster, all the agents share
the same opinion, being it buy, sell or do nothing. In other words, the cluster of
agents act unanimously. At each time step, cluster i will make a decision Ψi(t) to
buy/sell with probability a, and hold with probability 1 − 2a. Mathematically it
is defined as
P (Ψi(t) = +1) = P (Ψi(t) = −1) = a (1.6)
P (Ψi(t) = 0) = 1− 2a (1.7)
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and the price change at each time step is assumed to be proportional to EDt,
rt ∝ EDt (1.9)
With this construction, it can be shown that power-law tail CDF of returns can
be produced if p ≈ pc. Though being simple in its construction, the tail exponents
predicted by the model is not close the the empirical values, and the lack of higher
moment autocorrelation is also at contrary to real data. Various modifications
have been added to the model including trend following behavior, increasing market
activity when price change is big [48], and some interesting results appeared. Ising-
like modifications [49] were also added and had good results. Similar models using
magnetic spin interactions [50, 51] were also proposed with good results.
Despite the fact that the model is able to produce certain stylized facts, its recog-
nition outside physics community is not so well received. It has been criticized for
being too ‘physical’ and lack economic intuition as why people behave in a lat-
tice structure like materials. What was also being questioned is the value p being
around the critical value of percolation. There is no argument or evidence on why
people should behave at this critical state. The power-law tail exponent in return
distribution is also far from the empirical values unless further assumptions are
made. Nevertheless, the model provides good insights on the possible mechanism
of certain stylized facts.
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1.2.3 Threshold updating model (2007)
Unlike the previous models, [43] aims primarily at explaining volatility clustering.
In the model, each agent is assumed to react to public information at each time
interval. The public information is compared with their own decision threshold
to enact a buy/sell transaction. Instead of assuming a homogeneous reaction to
this exogenous information, the thresholds of agents are randomly distributed, and
every once in a while this threshold value is updated with certain probability. This
behavior of updating threshold was deemed as a phenomenon of investor inertia,
meaning each agent will used the same strategy/threshold for a considerable dura-
tion before switching to another. It is argued that this simple behavior reflects the
regime switching mechanism proposed in [52] that generates volatility clustering.
Actually region switching in the context of market could be viewed as the economic
version of phase transition behavior in statistical mechanics.
In the model, there are N agents each having a trading threshold θi(t) participating
in the market. t is the common signal (public information) received by all agents,
and it is assumed to follow normal distribution t ∼ N(0, D2). t represents the
common signal received by all of the agents. At every time interval each agent
compares the signal t with his/her own threshold θi(t). If |θi(t)| < t, agent i will
not trade. If θi(t) < −t, the agent will sell, i.e. ψi(t) = −1, and if θi(t) < t, the
agent will buy, i.e. ψi(t) = 1. Return rt at each time step is calculated in the same
way as section 1.4 – based on aggregate demands. At each time step, every agent
has a chance to update the trading threshold θi(t) to the most recent volatility |rt|,




As a result, the model has simple mechanisms and permits realistic estimation of
certain parameters by fixing the trading time steps at daily scale. The simulation
results indeed shows a slow decaying autocorrelation of absolute returns, and excess
volatility compared to the volatility of public information D. Uncorrelated returns
were also observed and analytically proven. On the other hand, power-law tail in
return distribution is not observed. Considering the model primarily focused on
explaining volatility clustering, it has given a explicit account that long memory in
volatility is due to the frequency that agents update their trading threshold θi(t).
Mathematically, the length of the memory depends on the value of q.
1.2.4 Model of order book dynamics (2008)
Modern trading platform has seen a transformation more than a decade ago, when
all transaction details started to be recorded electronically. As discussed in section
1.1.4, a transaction occurs when a market order hits a limit order. There are
usually a lot more limit orders than market orders in the trading platform, and
both types of orders are recorded in ‘order book’. [44] has provided a detailed
study on order book dynamics - both order placement and cancellation. By fitting
the statistics of order book dynamics to different functional forms and parameters,
the authors constructed a zero-intelligence model capable of reproducing stylized
facts in price returns. The model is constructed in the following steps:
1. Simulation of order placement
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(a) Generate order sign (fractional Brownian Motion)
(b) Generate order position (Student t distribution)
2. Simulation of order cancellation
(a) Dependence on order position (exponential)
(b) Dependence on order imbalance (linear)
(c) Dependence on total number of orders (inversely proportional)
With all the characterizations of order book dynamics in place, the model simulates
price dynamics for 24 different stocks, and several stylized facts on price have been
recovered with numerical accuracy. The statistics of bid-ask spread have also been
reproduced.
Power-law tail of return distribution and volatility clustering were observed, and
the value of tail exponent ξr can be reproduced with numerical accuracy for half
of the stocks analyzed. In conclusion, the authors pointed out that stylized facts
may just be a trivial and inevitable outcome of order book dynamics, and studies
on behaviors of traders could be focused on order dynamics rather than price
dynamics.
As a zero-intelligence model, this model suffers from several drawbacks. First is the
predictability of returns in the simulation result, or serial correlation in returns.
The model assumed correlated order signs from empirical evidence, but it neglects
the adjustment of liquidity by market makers [21] which prevents correlated returns
[54]. One other drawback of the model is that the simulated volatility has shorter
memory than empirical findings, and this could also be attributed by certain agent
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behavior that is ignored in this zero-intelligence model. With all these being said,
it could be possible that the lack of any behavioral ingredients in the model makes
it an insufficient model of price dynamics, yet it could be a good starting point for
order book studies.
1.3 Summary on existing literature
There are numerous other agent-based models on financial market, some of them
are not discussed here but are very important as well. The famous Santa Fe In-
stitute artificial stock market model [55] and minority game [56] are two of them.
There are other literatures on evolutionary models [55, 57, 58] which share certain
features with agent-based models as well. Such models have the gist of evolu-
tionary theory in biology, and produce some stylized facts and other interesting
observations. On the other hand, calibration of such models is almost impossible,
thus direct comparison with empirical data is not meaningful [43].
What is common to all of those studies is they investigate financial economics using
a bottom-up approach, and progress has been made in various aspects:
• While efficient market hypothesis fails, stylized facts can be reproduced by
agent-based models, though the validity of their underlying mechanism is yet
to be confirmed to gain wider acceptance.
• Agents have specific behaviors other than rationality. This is reflected by the
failure of various zero-intelligence models which even dig as deep as into the
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detailed dynamics or order books.
• The financial market is not always at equilibrium - even if such an equilibrium
exists. It is the fluctuation between different regimes - in terms of trading
strategies or thresholds - that results in various stylized facts.
• Most of the existing models suffer from the population effect. When the
total number of agents becomes large, simulation results converge to normal
distribution with no power-law tail. This problem can be got around if the
interaction strength and structure are adjusted accordingly. In particular,
the interaction strength among agents needs to increase together with agent
population N . But a sound explanation for this needed.
The last point has a significant implication on the collective agent behaviors: in
order for interaction parameters to grow with N , their interactions cannot be
local, otherwise every agent has only limited number of interactions possible, and
this interaction does not scale with N ; if the interaction is global similar to the
one in the threshold updating model in section 1.2.3, the interaction strength
would naturally grow with population size N . The question is, what could be such
global interaction mechanism? One possibility is the exogenous public information
available to all agents. But this information happens at a frequency much lower
than daily yet the various stylized facts exists at daily or even intraday level, and
numerous studies have shown that the volatility of price fluctuations are much
larger than what is perceived from public information (this phenomenon is also
know as ‘excess volatility’). One possible interaction mechanism is price itself,
as every agent observes price change and acts on it. But exactly in what ways
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does price affect agents’ strategies and trading behaviors? We will investigate this
mechanism in chapter 3 from various empirical studies and theoretical motivations.
Before going into the analysis of market mechanism, we present the data and




The stylized facts exist in most of the developed market for a broad range of fi-
nancial products including stocks, foreign exchange rates, commodities etc. In this
study the subject of interest is US stock market, for it is arguably the most repre-
sentative. The major sources of data are Wharton Research Data Service (WRDS)
and Yahoo! Finance. WRDS is a database provided by The Wharton School at
University of Pennsylvania for academic research purposes. It consolidates a broad
range of financial databases including COMPUSTAT, CRSP, NYSE-TAQ and more
[59]. The range of data is discussed followed by some methodologies used in the
work, including the programming languages.
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2.1 Data
Since this study focuses on US stocks, the most representative set of stocks from
US stock market is chosen. Two sets of stocks are chosen: the 500 companies in
the Standard & Poor’s 500 (S&P500) index components and the 30 stocks in Dow
Jones Industrial Average Index (DJI) components. The two sets of stocks are used
in different stages of the work for different purposes.
Standard & Poor’s 500 Index Components
The components of S&P500 index change from time to time, and the 500 companies
chosen are the ones on S&P500 list as of July 2012. S&P500 index components
represent the major companies in US stock market both in terms of their large
market capitalization and high trading activity. They serve as a barometer for the
whole US stock market and economy.
Since the financial market has undergone major transformations in the last half
a century due to computerization in late 90s and the adoption of high-frequency
trading in the recent decade, there have been structural changes in trading volumes.
Hence the period of data studied is from 1997 to 2006, during when high frequency
trading has not been massively adopted and program trading has already become
a norm. During the ten-year period 1997-2006, the list of 500 companies in the
S&P500 index components has been constantly updated. For the consistency of
the study, the ones that have inactivity in trading during certain months of the
10 year period are taken out of analysis, so that every stock has a complete time
series data. Overall, there are 309 stocks in the selection.
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Dow Jones Industrial Average Index Components
Dow Jones Industrial Average Index has a much longer history than S&P500, with
more than 100 years of data values available. It comprises 30 companies that are
most representative of the different industrial sectors of US economy. Only part
of the study uses the companies in DJI index, and the period for the data is from
1971 to 2010.
2.1.1 Stock holdings by Institutional owners
For each listed company in US stock market, Yahoo! Finance [60] provides the
information on the major holders of the stocks, as well as the percentage held by
institutional owners and mutual funds. For simplicity, all these investors are called
institutional owners or fundamentalists throughout the study. The institutional
owners are the ones who focus on the long term performance of the companies
they bought, and have a strong emphasis on the fundamental values.
Figure 2.1 shows the percentage of holdings by fundamentalists in each of the
309 stocks. It can be seen that for most of the stocks, more than 60% of the
outstanding stocks are held by institutional owners, with a considerable number
of them being almost 100% held by institutional owners. The average percentage
value in figure 2.1 is 82.9%. Since institutional owners hold their positions for long
term investment, this means more than four fifth of the stocks are not changing
hands frequently.
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Figure 2.1: Percentage of outstanding shares held by institutional owners for the
309 stocks in S&P500 index components. A majority stake is held by institutional
owners who invest for long term profits. The average of outstanding stocks held
by fundamentalists is 83%.
2.1.2 Transaction data of US stocks
High frequency transaction data is retrieved from Trade and Quote (TAQ) database
in WRDS. TAQ provides the trade details for every single trade including trade
price, size, time. Price return rt can be calculated based on equation 1.1 for
different values of return intervals τ . There are 6.5 trading hours per day, hence
the return interval τ can be taken at 1, 5, 10, 20, 60, 120, 360 minutes within the
same trading day. In every trading day, the price of the first transaction is the
opening price, and the price of the last transaction corresponds to the closing
price. High frequency returns are calculated based on equation 1.1 with different
values of τ .
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Low frequency data is obtained from COMPUSTAT database in WRDS. COMPU-
STAT provides the total number of outstanding stocks, daily transaction volume,
total number of trades, opening and closing price and other information. The open-
ing and closing price at day t are labelled as St,open and St,close. Hence the price
return in the trading day is rt,day = ln(St,close/St,open), the price return outside the
trading day (when there is no trading activities) is rt,close = ln(St,open/St−1,close),
and daily return is simply rt,daily = ln(St,close/St−1,close) = rt,day + rt,close. For the
simplicity of formality, rt refers to rt,daily in this thesis.
2.2 Methodologies
2.2.1 Autoregressive conditional heterokedasticity models
(ARCH)
In time series analysis, autoregressive conditional heterokedasticity (ARCH) mod-
els are widely used to simulate the empirical features of data. It was first developed
in 1982 by R. F. Engle [4] to study the inflation of United Kingdom. It was later
modified into many different variations in the study of financial time series.
ARCH model assumes that the variance of a time series changes from time to time,
and this conditional variance depends on past data points. For a process with zero
mean, at each time t, the random variable t is given by
t = σtηt (2.1)
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Here ηt is a random variable with zero mean and unit variance, and σ
2
t is the
conditional variance at time t modeled by
σ2t = α0 + α1
2






In the case of financial time series, t is the return time series after removing the
mean, i.e. t = rt − µr. q characterizes the length of the memory in t.
In its construction, ARCH model is able to capture the variation in variance/volatility
of the time series, and the memory decays with length q. To better simulate finan-
cial time series, T. Bollerslev constructed a model called generalized autoregressive
conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) [37]. It is a generalized model of ARCH in
the sense that  depends on the past volatilities σt−i in additional to past residuals
t−i. Mathematically, the conditional volatility is given by











When applying GARCH models to stock returns, larger p and q values can have
better fitting but with poor predicting power, and most of the time the simplest
case of p = q = 1 gives very good result. The problem is by fixing p = q = 1,
estimation of parameters in equation 2.3 usually gives α1 + β1 ∼ 1. This let to the
believe that the sum of the α and β coefficients is 1. Hence Integrated GARCH






βi = 1 (2.4)
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While GARCH and IGARCH could capture volatility clustering to some extend,
they are not able to capture the long memory properties very well. In particular,
the ACF of time series simulated by GARCH is decays too fast (exponential)
compared with empirical data , yet the ACF from IGARCH is too persistent.
In order to simulate a more realistic memory effect, fractionally integrated GARCH
(FIGARCH) model has been proposed [61]. FIGARCH model will be discussed
later together with our own stochastic volatility model.
2.2.2 Tail exponent and Hill estimator
The convention for expressing cumulative distribution function (CDF) is to look
at the probability that the random variable r is smaller than x, i.e. P (r < x).
For cumulative distribution with power-law tail, i.e. P (rt > x) ∼ xξr , it is more
convenient to express the CDF in the opposite way: P (r > x), so that the tail
of the distribution would be a straight line on a log-log scale plot. Hence in this
thesis, instead of plotting the CDF graphs by P (r < x), the opposite convention of
complimentary CDF P (r > x) is used, and the plots are all done on log-log scale.
There are different methods to estimate the value of tail exponents ξ. Hill estima-
tor is one of the most frequently used. It is a statistical estimator developed by
Bruce M. Hill [62] for estimating power-law tail exponents. Its implementation is
relatively simple. For a discrete time series data x1, x2, x3, · · · , xn with power-law
tail distribution, it is first rearranged in decreasing order y1 ≥ y2 ≥ y3 ≥ · · · ≥ yn.
Since the power-law distribution usually occurs at the tail of the distribution, only
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the biggest values in the time series is used. In case the power-law distribution is















The difficulty of using Hill estimator is usually associated with the choice of thresh-
old k. If k is too small the estimation has a large uncertainty; if it is too big then
the region outside the power-law tail would be included and results in error. The
accuracy of Hill estimator can be improved through resampling, i.e. bootstrap
method [63] or jackknife method [64].
2.2.3 Monte Carlo simulation
The statistical properties of our models are investigated using both mathematical
analysis and computer simulation. While mathematical analysis gives the funda-
mental functional form, but the complexity of models usually do not permit explicit
analytical solutions. In such cases, computer simulation can be used to generate
random samples such that the exact statistical properties of the model can be
examined. In this work, Monte Carlo simulation is extensively used to generate
datasets from the models, and the results are being compared to both analytical
solutions and empirical data.
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2.2.4 Programming languages
The whole research involved intensive data analysis and modeling, and different
computer programming skills are suitable for each step.
For empirical data consolidation, the size of raw data from WRDS database is
about 60 gigabytes, and different stocks are mingled together in the raw data files.
In order to syphon through such a large data file and separate each stock into
individual files with useful formats, UNIX shell programs are used. Shell programs
are used in combination with stream editors sed and awk. The advantages of
using stream editors sed and awk is that they can take large input files by reading
them line by line, so that considerably smaller memory is needed from computer
hardware. They are also simple to implement for the purpose of taking useful
information from well-formatted data files. In the raw data from WRDS there are
redundant transaction data and cancelled/modified transactions. UNIX stream
editors are also good at cleaning such data with simple implementations.
Some of the cumulative distributions and Hill estimators are calculated using
C/C++ for the mathematics involved. The agent-based model is also programmed
in C/C++ as it provides flexibility of tweaking different parameters and realiza-
tions of various behaviors.
Monte Carlo simulation on our stochastic volatility model is done using R language.
R is a system adapted for statistical computation and graphics, and widely used
by statisticians and financial economists. It has ready-to-use packages for various
statistical analysis including cumulative distribution and autocorrelation. It also
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has packages for many statistical models including autoregressive (AR), moving
average (MA), ARCH, GARCH and its derivative models. In additional to such




Physics is a discipline where observations are made to construct theories, which
are again verified by empirical analysis. In econophysics, the same path is being
taken. Therefore before constructing any theories, let us begin by looking at the
empirical stylized facts in detail.
Since we have the high frequency data with the resolution to every transaction, we
can investigate the power-law tails of return distributions at different time scales,
from every minute to daily. As most of the news event happens outside trading
hours to avoiding a drastic market swings, it is worth investigating the differences
between day and night returns as defined in section 2.1.2.
There are 309 stocks in our selection, and the data spans ten years from 1997 to
2006. In each year, there are approximately 250 trading days, so overall there
are 772,500 daily data available, with approximately 2,500 for each stock. The
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power-law distribution for returns is observed for the top 5% of data or less, thus
there is less than 75 data point available for each stock. This number is too
small to have any accurate estimation of the tail exponents. Therefore, all the
309 stocks are aggregated into a single distribution in the analysis. Every stock
has different values of mean and volatility in price returns. If the raw returns are
aggregated, certain stocks may dominate the extremely large returns, and have
uneven contribution to the tail part of the distribution. Hence each stock returns
time series is normalized to zero mean and unit variance before putting together
into a single distribution.
For example, a stock i has a return time series ri,t calculated from price by equation




Here µi and σi are the mean and standard deviation of stock i.
3.1 Returns of different frequencies
For high frequency returns, return time interval τ is chosen to be 1, 5, 10, 20, 60 120,
180 and 360 minutes. For each τ , there is a aggregate distribution. Thus we can
investigate how the distribution changes with increasing return interval. Figure 3.1
presents the log-log plot of absolute return distribution with the different τ values.
As argued in section 2.2.2, the cumulative distribution is plotted as P (r > x)
instead of P (r < x). All of the distributions have a straight line at the tail region
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of their distributions, and the tail exponents are from −3 to −5. This is in line
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Figure 3.1: Cumulative distribution of high frequency returns. a-c shows the CDF
of different years, and d shows the CDF of all 10 years aggregated together. The tail
of CDF becomes fatter as the return frequency becomes higher, and tail exponents
varies between −3 to −5 for all years.
Figure 3.1 a-c illustrate the distributions for three of the ten years studied. It
is clear that the distribution at higher frequency has a fatter tail than the ones
with lower frequencies, regardless of which year is being looked at. In some years,
it seems even plausible that day return (at τ = 390min) has no power-law tail,
whereas the daily returns still show a clear power-law tail behavior. Figure 3.1d
shows the distribution for the whole ten-year period (normalization is done for
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every stock for the ten years rather than every one year). The tail exponent
increases from 3.2 at τ=1min to 4.1 at τ=390min, and drops to 3.5 at daily level
where overnight return is included. However, the tail for day returns calculated
from 10-year period is conceivably smaller than individual years, showing that at
long time scales, day return distribution has a fatter tail under aggregation of
individual years, but it is still not fat enough to match daily returns (which has
an additional overnight return component).
Figure 3.2 shows the values of tail exponents for different years at different return
interval τ . For the estimation of tail exponents using Hill estimator, the threshold
for tail region is 1%. It is obvious that the tail exponent increases slowly from a
value close to 3.5 at τ=1min to a value close to 5 at τ=390min, and this trend is
consistent for all years. For daily returns, the tail is fatter than day returns with
a value of ξr around 4. The fatter tail is possibly due to the fact that overnight
price changes are incorporated into daily return in addition to day returns. This
phenomenon will be studied in detail in another section.
The thinning of tails with higher frequencies is called aggregate normality men-
tioned in section 1.1.6, which says that the distribution converges to normal dis-
tribution under aggregation, as low frequency returns are simply aggregations of
high frequency ones. But it can be seen from figure 3.1 that this convergence is
rather slow. From τ=1min to τ=390 min, 390 of 1min returns are aggregated to
form a single τ=390min return, yet the tail of the distribution is still significantly
bigger than normal distribution.
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Figure 3.2: Tail exponents for distributions at different frequencies each year.
There is a increasing trend in the value of ξrτ as the return interval τ increases,
yet the value is always between 3 to 5. At daily frequency there is a evident drop
in the value of ξr from day returns of τ = 390min.
3.2 Tail exponents of trade-by-trade returns
It is possible that the decreasing tail exponent value with lower return frequency is






Here S+t and St are the prices of two adjacent trades at time t, with S
+
t happening
right after St. For a particular value of τ , in order to have the same sample size as
rt time series, one value of r
′
t is calculated after every τ minutes. For example, for
every return interval of 5 minutes, r′t is calculated at t = 0, 5, 10, 15, · · · , 385, 390
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minutes.
As shown in figure 3.3, for each year the tail exponents change very little upon
increasing τ from 1min to 180min. Therefore it can be concluded that the decreas-
ing tail exponent value ξr is not related to shrinking sample size nor not enough
coverage of volatility variations.
Figure 3.3: Tail exponents for distributions on trade-by-trade returns. For each
year, there is no evident variation in tail exponents with respect to different τ .
It is interesting to note that tail exponents from trade-by-trade data generally
decreases from 1997 to 2006. In figure 3.4a, we can see that the tail exponent
increases slowly from 3.4 to 2.2 through the ten-year period of trade-by-trade data.
The trend is even clearer if we plot the tail exponent against the average volume
turnover for each year as sown in figure 3.4b. The reason behind this trend is
unclear.
It could also be noticed that daily return distribution has a fatter tail than day
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.4: Tail exponents for distributions on trade-by-trade returns v.s. different
a) years, b)volume turnover. As the volume turnover increases, the tail of return
CDF becomes fatter.
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return distributions. This is caused by overnight returns. As shown in figure 3.5,
tail exponents from daily returns are consistently larger than the ones of day re-
turns, yet smaller than night returns. This is consistent with previous finding in
[65].
Figure 3.5: Tail exponents for day/night/daily returns. Day returns have thinner
tail with larger ξr values, while night returns have thicker tail. Daily returns are
the sums of day and night returns, and have the tails in the middle of the two.
3.3 Review of empirical data
Night returns occur outside trading hours, when many of the major announce-
ments are made to avoid market impact. Hence overnight return is mostly driven
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by exogenous factors like macroeconomic conditions, corporate earnings, and gov-
ernment interventions. On the contrary, it is possible that day return is more
likely to be driven endogenously. Hence it can be said that day return is closer at
describing the endogenous market behaviors with less external influences.
After a thorough examination of return statistics at different frequencies, the trend
in tail exponents from high frequency to daily interval is found to be consistent
throughout the ten year period studied, and some possible explanation could ac-
count for this trend:
1. Aggregate normality. Since the variance of return statistics is finite, decreas-
ing observation frequency is likely to make the distribution closer to normal
distribution. On the other hand, the convergence to normal distribution
happens rather slowly at intraday level.
2. Market microstructure could be influencing the returns at high frequency
level. To understand this one has to study the details of order book statistics
and dynamics, which is beyond the scope of this study. A detailed study on
order book dynamics can be found in [44].
3. Variation in intraday trading activity. As trading activity has been know to
be peaked at the beginning and the end of each trading day [66, 67], this
pattern contributes considerably to the autocorrelation of return statistics
as pointed out by [66]. Hence it is likely that the return distributions are
different at different frequencies.
For the last point of intraday pattern in intraday trading activity, an analysis is
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demonstrated in the end of next chapter to show how this factor influence the tail
behavior of return distributions, through an agent-based model approach.
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Agent-Based Model of Opinion
Convergence by Technical Traders
For any agent-based model to be realistic and relevant, it is crucial to have re-
alistic agent behaviors the model parameters. Unlike physics in which controlled
experiments can be carried out, in economics and finance it is almost impossible.
There has been efforts trying to carry out artificial market to examine how market
participants behave [55, 68]. While they provide very useful insight into construct-
ing ABM’s, the real market has vastly different types of participants, extremely
large agent population, and may behave completely when large sum of money is at
stake. Hence much of the work has been done to decipher the underlying market
behaviors from the observable quantities like returns or trading volume statistics.
Another approach is market surveys. Surveys on fund managers on their trading
behaviors can directly extract the important ingredients in understanding market
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dynamics and fluctuations.
In this chapter, I first start by examining the market ecology and study the different
categories of players and their contribution to trading volumes in market place.
This is followed by reviewing some of the agent behaviors from both empirical and
theoretical evidence, based on which an agent-based model is constructed. Next,
parameterization methods and the simulation results are discussed, with additional
extrapolation of the result from daily to intraday frequency. Much of the work in
this chapter and the next chapter is concisely described in [69]. More details and
extensions are presented here.
4.1 Market ecology
4.1.1 Fundamentalists and technical traders
Financial market consists of different players, but most of them can be broadly
categorized into two types according to their strategies - fundamentalists and tech-
nical traders (as known as chartists). Fundamentalists are usually pension funds,
mutual funds and large asset management funds. They are mostly long term in-
vestors whose investment positions do not undergo big changes for months or even
years. Their investment strategy is driven by fundamental values of a company.
Technical traders on the other hand, are usually short term investor who do not
pay much attention to fundamentals of a company. They focus on the fluctuations
of prices and try to exploit any arbitrage patterns that emerge. Technical traders
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tend to focus on short term returns and do not hold stocks for a long period.
In the past half a decade, there is a new type of agents emerging in market place,
and they are called high frequency trading firms (HFT). As the name HFT suggests,
they are the agents who buy and sell stocks at very high frequencies, usually at
every few minutes, seconds or less. Studies have shown that the market trading
volume contributed by HFT has grown from an negligible amount to more than
50% of the total market transaction today. In this thesis HFT is ignored in the
analysis since the period of financial data used is before HFT become significant.
But this does not mean the study is not relevant for today’s interest, as HFT is
mostly used at intraday level and may not affect daily price dynamics.
For the set of 309 stocks studied, majority of the stocks are held by institutional
owners as show in figure 2.1. This majority holding represents the fact that most
of the outstanding shares are not being traded frequently as institutional players
are mostly fundamentalists who hold their stocks for a long term investment.
Although most of the outstanding stocks are held by fundamentalists, it does not
reflect the trading activity contributed by them. In order to get a better picture
of market ecology, we use the trading volume data to estimate the relative trading
activity of both types of agents.
4.1.2 Volume turnover
Volume turnover is retrieved from COMPUSTAT database. In COMPUSTAT, the
total number of outstanding shares and total number of traded shares are recorded
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where Gij is the total number of shares traded in month j of stock i, and O
i
j is the
number of outstanding shares in month j for the same stock i. In each year, the





In essence, V represents the average activity of the market; it shows how many
times of the total outstanding shares are changing hands each year. As shown in
figure 4.1, The average volume turnover has increased from 1997 to 2006. From
year 1997 to 2002, there is a increase in volume turnover. This is possibly due to the
implementation of electronic trading platform that makes trading more accessible
with lower costs. The drop in year 2003 happens after the collapse of the dot-com
bubble, and trading activity picks up again in 2005. The average volume turnover
throughout the ten-year period is 1.64.
4.1.3 Trading volume contribution
Since fundamentalists and technical traders have very distinct holding periods,
assuming the average trading velocity (how many times one player changes his/her
holdings in one year) by fundamentalists is Vf and the one of technical traders is
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Figure 4.1: Average volume turnover of the 309 stocks from year 1997 to 2006.
Trading activity has been increasing through the 10 year period.
Vc, we have the relation:
V = 0.83Vf + 0.17Vc (4.3)
This means the total trading volume turnover equals to the sum of the contri-
butions by both fundamentalists and technical traders weighted by their holdings
of outstanding shares. The ratio between the total number of shares traded by




have a typical investment horizon longer than one year, their trading velocity is
smaller than 1, i.e. Vf < 1. Assuming fundamentalists have a investment horizon
of 2.5 years, i.e. Vf = 0.4, we have 0.17Vc = 1.308. This means technical traders
contribute four times the trading volume by fundamentalists. This result is the
opposite of stock holding ratios, and can be seen from figure 4.2.
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Although fundamentalists hold a majority of the stocks, they trade infrequently. In
contrast, technical traders contribute most of the trading activities [70] by trading
their minority holdings much more frequently than fundamentalists. Hence at
daily level, technical traders contribute much more to the dynamics of daily price
fluctuations than fundamentalists do. This is supported by market survey results
on different financial markets [71–73]
Figure 4.2: Percentage of share holding and trading volume contributed by fun-
damentalists and technical traders. While the stock holding chart shows that
fundamentalists hold majority of the outstanding stocks, the stock trading chart
shows the opposite – chartists contribute most of the trading volumes due to their
short holding periods.
4.2 Empirical and theoretical agent behaviors
Although the practical usefulness of technical trading has been debated for a long
time, its adoption by market participants is undeniable. As demonstrated in the
previous section, technical traders play a dominant role in daily trading activities,
therefore a dominant contribution to daily price fluctuations. A recent survey on
global fund managers [71] shows that technical analysis is widely adopted by fund
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managers with significant importance at investment horizons up to a year or longer.
Similar survey results [72–76] resonate with this fact as well, even though they are
carried out in different markets.
Hence in our analysis, we focus mainly on the behaviors of technical traders. As
fundamentalists are influenced by exogenous factors like news events and com-
pany’s earning reports which are unpredictable, they behave in accordance with
the random exogenous factors. This contrasts with the conventional wisdom of
treating fundamentalists as the main drivers of market fluctuations and technical
traders as noise that is purely random. We believe the dominant trading patterns
actually come from technical traders yet fundamentalists can be effectively treated
as noise that play a less significant role. In simple terms, while conventional wis-
dom grounds the studies on figure 4.2A, we believe figure 4.2B is a more accurate
representation of market.
From this point onwards, two things need to be noted in the rest of the thesis.
• ‘Agents’ refer to ‘technical traders’ unless otherwise specified.
• All arguments are based on the assumption that high frequency
trading is ignored as argued in section 4.1.1.
Now we can we can gather the relevant agent behaviors before constructing a
realistic model.
I Random trading decisions made by agents on daily basis. The tech-
nical traders use different trading strategies, hence their decisions to buy, sell
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or hold a position appear to be random. [77] has discovered that on very
high frequencies where time interval is less than 60 minutes, no persistency
(measured in terms of Hurst exponents [78]) is observed in trading activity.
Market survey [71] also shows that fund managers put very little emphasis on
intraday trading. Hence it can be assumed that trading decisions are made at
daily frequencies for each agent. We estimate the probability p for each agent
to have a daily trade from empirical trading volumes, and its calculation is
demonstrated in the next section.
II Opinion convergence It has been documented that [24] large imbalance in
the total number of buy and sell trades usually occurs when most trades carry
the same sign. This suggests that big price fluctuations in market are associ-
ated with traders executing the same buy/sell action, implying convergence of
opinions. In other words, large price fluctuations are not simply due to overall
high trading activities, but the fact that most traders have the same opinions
on their trading decisions - opinion convergence.
III Centralized interaction mechanism - price The handful of most success-
ful agent-based models suffer from similar weaknesses. In the heterogeneous
agent-based model [29], fat tail in return distribution disappears as the total
number of traders increases beyond a few thousands [46, 79] or interaction
structure deviates from random networks [80], unless interaction strength in-
creases with increasing agent population. In the percolation model [42], the
average number of interacting neighbors - connectivity probability - needs to
be at the critical value to exhibit a power-law tail. These imply there is a
centralized interaction mechanism that every agent focuses on, so that this
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interaction grows naturally with agent population, and is unaffected by in-
teraction structure. For technical traders, an important parameter in their
strategies is past price movement. Consequently, prices reflect a main factor
through which agents interact. Therefore we propose that price is the central-
ized interaction mechanism for agents, as it plays an irreplaceable role in most
technical strategies.
IV Same signal of price, diverse strategies, opinion convergence due to
price changes This is the unique mechanism that distinguishes our model
from other models. It specifies the collective behavior of technical traders.
[81] found that agents learn from each other and tend to adopt the strategy
that gives the most payoff. Given the price patterns at any point in time, a
few most profitable technical strategies dominate the market because every
technical trader wants to maximize his/her profit by using the most prof-
itable strategy copied from each other (the most profitable strategy would
become less profitable when most agents adopt it, and a new profitable strat-
egy emerges from the new price trends; soon agents will flock to the new
profitable strategy until it is no longer profitable. This is similar to the regime
switching phenomenon in various agent-based models). On the other hand,
the individual strategies used by different technical traders differ in their pa-
rameterizations of the buy/sell time, amount of risk tolerated, or portfolio
composition as indicated by [70]. Hence when the input signal – previous
price change rt−1 – is small, every agent acts independently. When the input
signal is large, the agents act more in concert, irrespective of their difference
in trading strategies. During the spreading panic of market crashes, for in-
stance, most agents sell their stocks (and market makers are likely to make
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losses in such circumstances). This supports the empirical finding that large
price swings occur when the preponderance of trades have the same buy/sell
decision indicated in the findings by [24].
Figure 4.3: An illustration on evolution of technical strategies. Technical strategies
have been evolving with time, from the traditional charting methods to modern
algorithmic strategies.
Among the four points mentioned above, it is worth spending more explanation on
the last one as it plays a critical role in our model. Figure 4.3 shows the basic idea
of strategy evolution. There are many different ways to carry out technical trading,
and as the trading paradigm shifted to computerized clearing system, even more
trading strategies emerged in the recent years. In period 1, for example, strategy
S1 is the most profitable given the statistical properties of price fluctuations at
that time. More and more traders would switch to S1 and exploit the statistical
arbitrage opportunity. But stock market is a zero-sum game and it does not afford
to let everyone to win. Hence the act of massively using S1 removes the desired
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statistical property of price for S1 to be profitable, and new statistical regularity
emerged in the next period. The new statistical regularity in period 2 enables new
strategies S2/S3 to be highly profitable, until most agents switch to S2/S3 till they
are no longer profitable. This cyclic pattern implies that at every point in time,
there is only one dominant strategy in the market place - except for the time when
market switches from period 1 to period 2.
With all of these being said, the mechanism mentioned above mimics an evolution-
ary system with ‘profit’ selection. The unique thing about this ‘profit’ selection is
that the newly selected strategies always destroys the profitabilities of themselves
due to the ‘zero-sum’ nature of financial market. This mechanism is actually the
same as ‘strategy switching’ in the heterogenous ABM in [29]. [82] has explicitly
modeled the financial system from a strategy-evolution aspect and indeed found
that the market has been constantly switching between dominant strategies. In a
broad sense, this corroborates with the ‘adaptive market hypothesis’ in [83].
Although one single strategy is likely to dominate the market at any given time,
there are different ways of implementing it. Hence under tranquil market condi-
tions where large price fluctuations are rare, the agents are still behaving as if they
are using different strategies. This could be due to the fact that they have different
risk appetites and leverage ratios, bought the stock at different times, or any other
idiosyncrasies they may have. When the market fluctuates drastically, the differ-
ences in implementations of the same strategy would be effectively wiped out, and
everyone would get the same trading signal from their respective strategies. This
effect is similar to the basic ways of recognizing a pattern. When the information
people receive is vague, there would be many different opinions on what an object
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is; when the information is very clear, everyone thinks the same.
4.3 Model construction
In order to investigate the dominant mechanism, we simplify the marketplace and
assume every trader is of the same size of unity. This means when they trade, each
agent either buys or sells 1 unit of stock. As fundamentalists act on exogenous
events, their contribution is considered as noise. Argument I leads us to fix the
trading time step at daily level. From arguments III and IV, we propose that
the opinions of technical traders converge/diverge when previous price change is
large/small. When the price change is extremely large, all of them would be acting
unanimously by taking the same trading decision; everyone will act on his/her own
when the previous price change is minimal. The exact model has the following
three steps:
• Step 1. There are n0 agents, each of equal size 1. Each day a trading decision
ψi(t) is made by each agent i,
ψi(t) ≡

1 with probability p⇒ buy;
−1 with probability p⇒ sell;
0 with probability 1− 2p⇒ hold.
The value of p can be estimated empirically later.
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• Step 2 Return rt is proportional to the aggregate demand dt, i.e., the differ-
ence in the number of agents to buy and sell,




Trading volume is equal to the total number of trades in this case because






and k is the sensitivity of price change with respect to dt. We set k to 1
because a choice for k does not affect the statistical properties. Note that,
according to Step 1, maximum (minimum) dt means that all agents are in
collective mode when they behave the same, all of them either buy or sell
stocks.
• Step 3. Based on arguments III and IV, at day t+ 1 each agent’s opinion is
randomly distributed into each of the ct+1 opinion groups where
ct+1 ≡ n0/|rt|, (4.6)
in which all agents comprising the same opinion group execute the same ac-
tion (buy, sell, or hold) with the same probability break down as in Step 1.
Since 1 ≤ ct+1 ≤ n0, Eq. (4.6) implies (a) when the previous return is max-
imum, |rt|max = n0 (everyone buys/sells), there is only one trading opinion
among the agents; (b) when the previous return is minimum |rt|min ≤ 1,
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there are n0 opinions and every agent acts independently of one another.
When market noise is considered, ct+1 ∼ N (n0/|rt|, σ2c ), where N denotes
the normal (Gaussian) distribution and σ2c = b · n0/|rt| quantifies market
noise due to external news events.
A more general form for equation 4.6 is
ct+1 = (n0/|rt|)ω (4.7)
Equation 4.6 is the special case of ω = 1 in equation 4.7. We will discuss the
rationale for choosing ω = 1 in the following section.
4.4 Model justification and parameter determi-
nation
4.4.1 Rationale for each step
Despite the lengthy arguments in section 4.2, the model is rather simple, especially
the first two steps.
Step 1 is the same as many other ABM including the percolation model [42] as
well as the threshold model [43]. But instead of using an arbitrary time step, we
define it as one day for our argument I. Since the trading frequency is fixed at daily
level, the probability of trading p can be empirically estimated. This avoids the
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arbitrariness of the choice of parameter.
Step 2 is also a common step among ABMs. The linear price impact in equation 4.4
due to the number of trade imbalance is justified by previous literature findings.
Figure 4.4 shows the empirical result of price impact function from [84]. It has
found out that for return interval τ = 195min, the price impact by trade imbalance
is mostly linear. Trade volume imbalance is the same as aggregate demand dt in
step 2 since each trade are of equal size in our model. It is worth nothing that this
linear relationship is not valid at short return intervals as indicated by [22, 84],
i.e. small values of τ . In the case of τ is one day, the linear relationship can be
justified.
Figure 4.4: Price impact function of left) number of trade imbalances right) volume
imbalances. At large time scales tanh function is a good fit to the curves. We could
see that most part of the curve is linear except for extremely large imbalances.
Hence for simplicity of the model it is safe to assume a linear relationship at daily
levels. Diagram is obtained from [84].
Step 3 is the most important step in the model, as it mathematically describes
the proposed agent behaviors. It specifies that when price change is maximum,
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i.e. |rt| = n0, we have ct+1 = 1, and all the technical strategies would converge to
the same decision on buy/sell/hold. Hence every agent would be taking the same
action. This means under extremely large price signal, the different parameteriza-
tions of different technical strategies are indistinguishable from each other. When
price change is minimal, i.e. |rt| ≤ 1, we have ct+1 = n0, and every agent would
have a different opinion based on their trading strategies, hence acts independently.
σ2t+1 characterizes the noise term in ct+1, and the noise is assumed to be from either
exogenous news events, or endogenously due to randomness in cluster formations;
its value is assumed to be on the same scale as the mean value of clusters n0/|rt|,
hence taken to be b · n0/|rt|.
4.4.2 Determination of parameters
Estimation of p
From section 4.1.1, we have already seen that technical traders contribute to most
of the trading volumes, and their trading velocity is related to the average trading





As there are approximately 250 trading days in a year, the daily trading probability
p can be estimated as
p =
Vc
250 · 2 (4.9)
Because fundamentalists have investment horizon longer than one year, Vf < 1.
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By choosing Vf to be 0.2, 0.4, 06, 0.8, the value of p is calculated accordingly.
The corresponding values of Vf and Vc are listed in table 4.1. From the table
we can see that even if the value of Vf varies by four times from 0.2 to 0.8, p
changes only about 30% from 0.0174 to 0.0115. This is largely due to the fact that
fundamentalists contribute only a small fraction of total trading volume.
Table 4.1: Trading velocities of fundamentalists and technical traders. The prob-
ability of having a trade each day by any technical trader is p, and it is calculated
from the trading frequency Vf of fundamentalists.
Vf 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
p 0.0174 0.0154 0.0134 0.0115
Choice of parameter ω
In equation 4.7, which is a the more general case of equation 4.6, we define the total
number of opinion clusters at time t + 1 as ct+1, and it is directly determined by
the previous price changes as ct+1 = (n0/|rt|)ω. Since there is at least one opinion
among the agents, and that happens when every agent does the same buy/sell
action, we have the boundary condition that
ct+1,min = 1 when |rt|max = n0,
which fulfills ct+1 = (n0/|rt|)ω for any value of ω.
Since there are n0 agents in the market, there are at most n0 opinion groups in the
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market. According to equation 4.7, this occurs when
ct+1,max = n0
(n0/|rt|min)ω = n0
|rt|min = n(ω−1)/ω0 .
This means whenever |rt| = |rt|min = n(ω−1)/ω0 , the market would have the maxi-
mum of n0 opinions and every agent acts independently.
When ω = 1.0, we have |rt|min = 1, and it means when there is exactly one more
buy/sell trade than sell/buy trade in the market in the previous day, the market
will have totally diverse opinions.
When ω = 0.5, we have |rt|min = n−10 . We have ct+1 =
√
n0  ct+1,max = n0 (for
large n0) when |rt| = 1, meaning the market has some convergence in opinions when
the previous return is extremely small. Under such circumstances, the market tend
to converge opinions much easier. Even when return rt is at noise level of
√
n0, the
number of opinion cluster is very small ct+1 = n
1/4
0 .
When ω = 2.0, we have |rt|min = √n0. This means the market would have totally
diverse opinions whenever |rt| is smaller than √n0, which is the size of noise level.
In such cases the opinions of agents tend to stay diverse, and convergence would
almost never occur.
Hence the choice of ω = 1.0 is more realistic in mimicking the opinion conver-
gence/divergence mechanism as convergence does happen but not too often.
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Other parameters
For parameter n0 which represents the total number of agents, we typically choose
a large number and see if the result would be affected. We also simulate the
model for different values of b to see what is the impact of different noise level on
simulation outcomes. k is set to 1 as argued in step 2.
4.5 Simulation results and analysis
In order to check the validity of our modeling results, we use the aggregate distri-
bution for the 309 stock as benchmark. Here we compare both the distribution of
returns and total trading volumes. Since the model assumes time step of one day,
daily return and trading volume data are used from the 309 stocks. For returns,
day returns are used instead of daily returns. Day returns are simply daily returns
without the component of overnight returns. Since we focus on the endogenous
effect by technical traders, by taking away overnight returns which occur outside
trading hours, the exogenous influence of news events is reduced as argued in chap-
ter 3. We believe day return is a better reflection of technical trading interactions
compared to daily returns.
Simulation is carried out in 1, 000, 000 time steps, which is in the same order as
empirical data points of approximately 800,000. When tail exponents are evaluated
for return distributions, Hill estimator is applied on top 1% of the tail region to
estimate tail exponents of returns since power-law is valid only for that part of the
tail. In the case of daily number of trades, the distribution has a longer power-law
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tail. Hence we use 2.5% of the tail region for Hill estimator.
Figure 4.5 shows a comparison between empirical and simulation results. Here
simulation is carried out with the parameter values of Vf = 0.4, n0 = 2
10, b =
1.0. It can be easily seen that the simulation result is very close to the empirical
distributions. ξr from empirical data is 4.08± 0.08, and 3.69± 0.07 for simulation
results. In the case of trading volume distribution, ξN from empirical data is
4.02± 0.07, and 4.02± 0.08 for simulation results.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: Comparison between simulation results and empirical data from
S&P500 daily returns. a) Log-log plot of CDF for absolute returns. Simulation
shows a power-law tail close to empirical distribution with similar exponents. b)
Log-log plot of daily number of trades. Tail behaviors are similar among the two
curves with similar exponents.
4.5.1 Different values of Vf
To investigate how the parameter Vf affect simulation result, we change the value
of Vf according to table 4.1, and apply the corresponding values of p in the model.
Other parameters stay the same: n0 = 2
10 and b = 1.0. From figure 4.6, we could
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see that for the four sets of values of p ranging from 0.0174 to 0.0115, the tail of
absolute return distribution always follows a power-law, and their shapes are very
similar to each other, signifying the robustness of model result against parameter
Vf . The tail exponents are little changed as shown in table 4.2.
Figure 4.6: Cumulative distribution of returns with different values of Vf in the
model. The curves are shifted vertically for viewing. With different Vf values, the
CDFs are similar in shape with similar tail exponents.
Table 4.2: Tail exponents from simulation with different values of Vf .
Empirical Simulation
4.08± 0.07 Vf = 0.2 Vf = 0.4 Vf = 0.6 Vf = 0.8
3.69± 0.07 3.69± 0.07 3.74± 0.07 3.89± 0.07
4.5.2 Different values of n0
In this set of simulations, Vf = 0.4, b = 1.0, and the total number of agents varies
from 28 to 214. As table 4.3 shows, the power-law tail behaviors is almost invariant
for different values of n0. Figure 4.7 shows the distributional plots.
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Figure 4.7: Cumulative distribution of returns with different values of n0 in the
model. The curves are shifted vertically for viewing. With different n0 values, the
CDFs are similar in shape with similar tail exponents.
Table 4.3: Tail exponents from simulation with different values of n0.
Empirical Simulation
4.08± 0.07 n0 = 2
8 n0 = 2
10 n0 = 2
12 n0 = 2
14
3.86± 0.07 3.70± 0.07 3.66± 0.07 3.69± 0.07
4.5.3 Different agent size distribution
The assumption that every agent are of the same size 1 does not reflect the hetero-
geneity in the population. It has been reported that trade sizes follow a power-law
distribution with exponent around −1.5 [3]. To make the model more realistic,
the uniform size distribution of xi = 1,∀i is modified to P (x) ∼ x−1.5 where x is
the size of an agent. By following the same simulation steps in the ABM and the
same set of parameter settings in figure 4.5, but only changing the size distribu-
tions, simulation of the modified model is run again. Figure 4.8 shows the CDF
of uniform and power-law agent size distribution side by side. It can be seen that
both distribution have power-law tails with exponent around −3. This indicates
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the robustness of the model that is insensitive to the distributional properties of
agent size distributions. Hence, for the simplicity of analysis, the rest of the thesis





















x in units of standard deviations 
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Uniform sizes 
Figure 4.8: Cumulative distribution of returns with uniform and power-law agent
size distributions. The distributional property does not affect simulation results as
both CDF have very similar shape both at the tail and central regions.
4.5.4 Different values of b
In our model, parameter b characterizes the noise in the number of clusters. To
see how this parameter affect our modeling result, we let b to take values from
0 (no noise) to 3 (three times the total number of opinion clusters). From figure
4.9, we can see that when the noise increases, the tail of the distribution becomes
fatter. If we interpret noise b as external market information, then it means when
there are a lot exogenous impacts on the market, large price swings are more likely
to appear, which is in line with casual empirical observations on financial market.
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Table 4.4 shows the estimated tail exponents for different values of b. These values
are not accurate at large b values as the flattening of the extreme tail region makes
the distribution deviates from power-law tail. But it still serves as a indicator on
the effect of market noise on price fluctuations.
Figure 4.9: Cumulative distribution of returns with different values of b in the
model. With increasing noise level characterized by larger b values, the tail of the
distributions becomes fatter.
Table 4.4: Tail exponents from simulation with different values of b.
Empirical Simulation
4.08± 0.07 b = 0 b = 1.0 b = 2.0 b = 3.0
4.12± 0.09 3.61± 0.08 2.91± 0.07 2.26± 0.07
Overall, we are able to generate power-law distributions in both returns and number
of trades in agreement with empirical data. The fact that we are able to capture
the trends in the two highly correlated quantities [85] implies a very plausible
mechanism underlying our model. Furthermore, the tail exponent ξr is invariant
with respect to different values of fundamentalists’ investment trading velocity Vf .
In additional, our model result is not affected by the increase in total number of
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agents n0. This in part solves the well known problem of ‘N-dependence’ that has
been extensively discussed in literature [86, 87].
4.6 Extrapolation to intraday returns
Intraday seasonality in financial market has been well documented in academic lit-
erature [16, 88, 89]. In order to understand the stochastic nature of financial time
series, in particular volatility clustering, seasonality effect needs to be removed or
normalized. Various methods have been proposed to deal with such issue: trans-
formation of physical time scales [90], wavelet filtering [91], transaction time scale
[28] and detrended fluctuation analysis [92]. We have seen in section 3.1 that the
tail of return distribution is different at different frequencies, and this has been
confirmed by earlier studies and was explained in terms of aggregate normality.
But The convergence to normal distribution in financial returns is usually very
slow, and there is no evidence for why it should happen at intraday scales. Some
studies have explained the different tail exponents at different frequencies in terms
of the intraday seasonality patterns. In particular, [93] has found in German mar-
ket that removing the first few minutes - where highest trading activities locates -
results in a different tail exponent. Thus seasonality does play a role in the return
distributions at intraday level.
Having an ABM allows us to extrapolate our model from daily to intraday returns
by taking into account of intraday seasonality trading activities. We divide each
trading day into 390 minutes, and study the average trading activity at each minute
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of the day. Since the trading activity has been increasing from 1997 to 2006, and
differs from company to company, we take only Microsoft in 1997 to estimate the
intraday trading activity patterns. Figure 4.10 shows the result. There is a clear
pattern of inverted ‘J’ shape in trading patterns throughout the trading day, with
the opening minutes having significantly more trades than noon time, and slightly
more trading just before the closing minutes. The decrease in activity during noon
time is sometimes called ‘lunch time’ effect.
Figure 4.10: Density of number of trade in each minute of a trading day for Mi-
crosoft in 1997. Average is calculated on all trading days of the year. Peak of
activity is found to be at the beginning of the day and at the end of the day.
In the simulation, we modify the step 2 of the model by breaking day t into 390
intervals, so each interval corresponds to 1 minute in real time. Each agent can
choose to trade in any of the 390 intervals, with the probability distribution from
figure 4.10. Hence at the end of the day, the total demand at each time interval
can be calculated, and high frequency returns are obtained accordingly. In the
model simulation, we let n0 to be a large number of 2
15, so that discreteness at
high frequencies can be avoided. Vf is still chosen to be 0.4 and b = 1.0. The CDF
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of high frequency returns from the simulation result is shown in figure 4.11a. It is
evident that from time scales of 5 minutes to 390 minutes, there is a slight drop
in the tail region for CDF. This is in line with our empirical find in figure 3.1. To
illustrate this further, tail exponents are calculated from different frequencies and
compared with empirical results as shown in figure 4.11b. The increasing trend
from empirical data is well captured by the model.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.11: Comparison of return distributions between simulation and empiri-
cal data.(a)Cumulative distribution of price changes at high frequencies from our
model simulation results. It is evident that the tail gets thinner when time interval
increases. (b)Plot of tail exponents against return time intervals. The increasing
trend in empirical data is well captured by the simulation result.
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To confirm that this changing tail behavior is not due to aggregate normality or
difference in sample size, we check what happens if the intraday pattern is removed
from the simulation. Instead of using the trading pattern in figure 4.10, a uniform
trading activity is used. This means each agent is likely to execute the trading
action in any minute of the day with the same probability. As seen in figure 4.12,
the simulation shows no clear indication of changes in tail behavior. Estimation of
tail exponents makes this argument stronger as demonstrated in table 4.5, as the
tail exponents is almost invariant at different frequencies. Hence we could conclude
that intraday trading pattern contributes to the varying tail exponent significantly,
if not dominantly.
Figure 4.12: CDF plot for simulation at different time scales without intraday pat-
tern of trading activities. The tail behaviors at all frequencies are almost identical.
Table 4.5: Tail exponents at different frequencies for simulation returns without
intraday seasonality. The value is roughly the same for different time intervals
signifying similar tail behaviors.
τ 390min 195min 60min 30min 10min 5min
ξr 3.60± 0.08 3.53± 0.06 3.56± 0.03 3.57± 0.02 3.67± 0.01 3.88± 0.01
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4.7 Summary on agent-based model
Starting from the empirical observation that technical traders dominate trading
activities, we manage to construct an ABM that is able to capture the cumulative
distribution of both returns and daily number of trades. The model has only three
steps, and three parameters p, n0 and b. We can see that the model is able to
quantitatively produce realistic distributional properties with different parameters
values – the result is robust with a realistic set of values of p estimated empirically,
and also not affected by the increasing value in n0. b characterizes market noise,
and the variation in b produces a realistic phenomenon that extreme returns are
more likely to occur when market noise is high.
‘Universality’ of power-law tails has been found in many different financial markets.
For an ABM to be successful, ‘universality’ implies the model needs to be simple,
and robust against the reasonable variation in the parameter settings. In other
words, the strengths of interactions needs to be insignificant, yet the structure
of interaction has to play a dominant role as what has been discovered in phase
transitions of physical systems. Our ABM has come close to this success.
While the model is able to capture one of the major stylized facts/universalities, it
does not address the issue of long memory and volatility clustering. There are other
mechanisms at work in financial markets. Rather than incorporating those mecha-
nisms into our existing ABM, in the next section we demonstrate how to transform
the ABM into a mathematical model; and by putting in additional ingredients, how




While ABM is able to shed light on the dominant mechanisms behind price fluctua-
tions, mathematical analysis is needed to have a deeper quantitative understanding.
There are different ways to do mathematical analysis on ABMs, one of them is the
ARCH type analysis. ARCH family has a well-established framework in analytical
tools, and many of them can provide a direct comparison to our model. Although
the ARCH type models ignore certain non-linearity effects, their simplicity ensures
the usability. Sticking to the ARCH formulation also enables us to have a simple
analytical understanding of the market dynamics.
In this section, we extend our ABM to a mathematical model and try to demon-
strate some of the important stylized facts including fat tail and long memory.
Calibration method for the model is presented along with simulation result. At
the end of the section, the connection between phase transition in physical system
and scaling in financial time series is illustrated.
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5.1 Mathematical analysis of ABM
At each time interval in our ABM, return constitutes two major components: a
deterministic variance which depends explicitly on past returns associated with
equation 4.6, and a stochastic component determined by the random decision of
each cluster in step 3 of ABM. Thus we can decouple this two components into σ2t
and ηt, such that the daily return is rt = σtηt, following the formulation of standard
ARCH type models. It is worth nothing that return is defined as normalized return
after removing the average. Hence it can be treated as the ‘residual’ term t in the
ARCH type models, i.e. rt = t in our case, and we use them interchangeably.
5.1.1 ARCH type model
In the ABM constructed from the previous section, the daily price change is not
a deterministic quantity. It has a variance of price change defined as σ2t ≡ 〈(rt −
〈rt〉)2〉, and is related to the total number of opinion groups ct. The variance in
price change rt is equivalent to variance in total aggregate demand because in step 2
of the ABM the two quantities are proportional (actually they are equivalent in
our model construction since the proportionality constant is 1). Since each cluster
acts independently, the variance in price change (or total aggregate demand) is the
sum of the variances of each opinion cluster’s aggregate demand. As each agent
randomly chooses a cluster, it can be assumed each cluster has the same size of
|rt−1|, for there are ct = n0/|rt−1| clusters as given by step 3 in the ABM (the
variance σ2c due to variation in cluster numbers is ignored for simplicity). Each
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cluster has probability p of having aggregate demand rt−1 (buy decision) or −rt−1
(sell decision), and probability 1−2p of having aggregate demand of 0 (do nothing
or hold). Thus the variance contributed by each cluster is p · r2t−1 + p · (−r2t−1) +
(1− 2p) · 0 = 2pr2t−1. Hence the total conditional variance at time t is
σ2t ≡ E(r2t |rt−1) = ct · 2pr2t−1 = 2pn0|rt−1| (5.1)
Knowing the conditional variance of rt, we can represent rt as
rt = σtηt (5.2)
Here ηt is a random variable with zero mean and unit variance. We note that the
variance σ2t is not constant but time-dependent, and time-dependent variance is
commonly found in a variety of empirical outputs where phenomena are ranging
from finance to physiology [94]. From this analysis, a possible explanation to
ARCH effect in financial data is derived from the behavior of technical traders
- larger previous price change rt−1 brings traders’ opinions closer to each other,
resulting in large subsequent price fluctuations.
But there is a caveat here: in ARCH and its related models, ηt is usually assumed
to be i.i.d, i.e. ηt at different t are independent and identical distribution. This
assumption is not valid in our ABM as we shall see later.
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5.1.2 Excess kurtosis
The fact that ηt has a different distribution at different times can be seen from the
conditional excess kurtosis. Since each cluster acts independently of each other
and has the same size, the total excess kurtosis is 1/ct times the excess kurtosis of









Since ct can vary between 1 to n0, and p ≈ 0.015, the excess kurtosis has a range
of 0 < kurt(rt|rt−1) < 30 for large n0. In terms of ABM, this means when the
opinions are more converged (agents take similar actions) the kurtosis of ηt is
huge, and extremely large returns are more likely; when the opinions are diverged,
ηt approaches standard normal distribution.
This is rather complicated as both the variance and kurtosis of the conditional
distribution of returns are changing over time, and it is rather difficult to write
down explicitly the conditional distribution ηt, thus precise mathematical descrip-
tion becomes extremely difficult. Hence in our study standard normal distribution
is used for ηt for the simplicity of mathematical analysis, while simulations are
carried out on other distributions to demonstrate the robustness of the model.
The assumption that ηt is i.i.d. standard normal can give rise to unconditional
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In the second last step we have used the relation :
〈 |rt|
σt












In the case that ηt has conditional kurtosis larger than 0 (which is the lower bound
as discussed in the previous section), the unconditional excess kurtosis is even
larger. Hence our model clearly gives a significant excess kurtosis that is observed
in empirical data.
5.2 Heterogenous investment horizons
While traditional economic theories assumes only rational agents, the debate over
whether technical traders/technical strategies can survive in the highly competitive
market place has been going on over the decades [95]. While technical trading is
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directly related to arbitrage, the belief in arbitrage-free market has been one of the
fundamental assumptions in many of the economic theories including the famous
Black-Scholes model [96]. But on the other hand, the assumption of arbitrage-
free market is more helpful in deriving analytical solutions than capturing realistic
market dynamics.
The best way to tell the extend of usage of technical trading is possibly through
surveys on market participants, as it provides a direct and explicit account of how
the agents behave. The literature on such surveys has been carried out since the 90s
on both foreign exchange market and stock market [71–73], and all of the evidence
show that technical trading has been widely adopted by traders across the world.
In this study we focus on the survey result on fund managers who invest in stock
market, for the empirical analysis of our work is from stock market.
[71] has done an extensive survey from 692 fund managers in five different countries,
and the result has shown that up to a forecasting horizon of weeks, technical
analysis is the most significant factors in their evaluations, yet fundamental analysis
becomes more significant only at longer horizons. Figure 5.1 quoted from [71] gives
a graphical representation of this fact.
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Figure 5.1: The survey on methodologies employed by fund managers in different
countries at different time horizons. At intraday level only a small proportion of
fund managers rely on any type of analysis – we could say that they dont make
decisions at intraday level. At length scale from days to weeks technical analysis
dominates the use of fundamental analysis [71].
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It is evident from figure 5.1 that at short forecasting horizons up to two months,
fund managers predominantly use technical analysis and flows. Flow analysis fo-
cuses on volume flows in the market, and can be categorized as technical analysis in
a broad sense. For period longer than two months, the importance of fundamental
analysis becomes significant and overtakes technical analysis. On the other hand,
at intraday level, flow is the dominant analysis and the other two are hardly used.
From this point, we add two additional behaviors of agents on top of the four listed
in section 4.2:
V Technical strategies are applied at different return intervals. In con-
trast to the simplistic realization in our ABM where technical traders make
their decisions upon the most recent daily returns (4.6), we now assume traders
evaluate their strategies based on returns of different past periods. Looking at
the survey result of [71] in another way, agents calibrate their technical strate-
gies based on returns of different time horizons, i.e. how a stock performed
during the last day, week, month or year. Most technical strategies focus on
short-term investment horizons, and fewer on long periods.
VI Increasing trading activity in volatile market conditions. Agents tend
to trade more after large price movements. Different technical strategies set
different thresholds on prices to trigger trading decisions [43], so large price
fluctuations are likely to trigger more trades. Hence the probability of having
a trade each day p is directly related to past returns. As a large proportion of
technical strategies is applied with short investment horizons, price changes
from previous days have larger impact on p than from the past year.
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5.3 Stochastic volatility model
The two additional assumptions above can be incorporated into equation 5.1 to
extend the model.
5.3.1 Heterogenous investment horizons in opinion conver-
gence
For assumption V, we can interpret the differences of applying technical analysis at
different forecasting horizons as the differences in the number of technical traders
at different investment horizons. Precisely, agents having investment horizon i
days are affected by price change in the past i days, and the relative portion of
such traders is characterized by αi. The relative value of αi can be seen as the
relative importance of technical analysis by fund managers in figure 5.1. Let αi be
the percentage of technical traders with investment horizon i, with 1 ≤ i ≤M . M
is the maximum investment horizon possible for a technical trader. M is clearly
a finite number as technical strategies is not effective on duration longer than a




αi = 1 (5.5)
holds for any combination of αi. From the survey result in [71], the values of αi
can be realistically estimated.
Since our empirical data is from US stock market, the survey result on US fund
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managers is used from figure 5.1. As flow analysis is one type technical analysis in
a broad definition, we combine the percentages of flow and technical analysis and
treat both as the percentage of technical analysis usage at different horizons. The
data from intraday level is ignored since all kinds of analysis is little used. For each
horizon, the total percentage of technical analysis usage is divided by the length
of the horizon (for instance, ‘2-6’ months horizon covers 21 to 120 trading days.
Hence the length of the horizon is 100 days) to get an average estimate of αi. It
has to be noted that this is a very inaccurate estimate, but it is the best we could
do with the available data at hand. Figure 5.2 shows the plot of estimated αi at
different horizons i. There are only five data points limited by the survey results.
It can be seen that αi decays with i with approximately a power-law function of
exponent d = 1.12, i.e. αi ∝ i−d with d = 1.12. Thus we have
αi = i
−dΩ (5.6)
where Ω = [
M∑
i=1
i−d]−1 is the normalization constant to make sure the total percent-




Agents with investment horizon i react on the price change in the past i days
|st − st−i|, hence the opinion convergence due to the technical traders at different
i contributes to the total conditional variance σ2t+1 with a weight αi. Thus the
opinion convergence equation 4.6 in step 3 becomes
ct+1 ∝ n0∑M
i=1 αi|st − st−i|
(5.7)
Since there can be at least one opinion and the maximum return over i days is n0
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Figure 5.2: Plot of survey result [71] on percent importance placed on technical
analysis at different time horizons by U.S. fund managers. The plot shows a power-
law function with exponent -1.12. We have combined the percentage values for both
flow and technical analysis at each time horizon, as flow analysis in a broad sense
is one type of technical analysis. Technical analysis is heavily used at investment
horizons of days to weeks and decays to close to zero at 500 days.
(the maximum return cannot be greater than n0 as this corresponds to the case
where all the technical traders have the same long/short position at day t + 1),
this boundary condition requires ct+1 = 1 when |st − st−i| = n0,∀i. Thus
ct+1 =
n0∑M
i=1 αi|st − st−i|
(5.8)
Then each cluster has an average of
∑M





(αi|st − st−i|) = 2pn0ΩΣt (5.9)
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i−d|st − st−i|. Equation 5.9 means the convergence of opinions is
not only affected by the previous day’s price change, but also the price change of
longer past duration in a weighted sum. In the special case of M = 1, equation 5.9
gives the exact form of equation 5.1.
Actually equation 5.9 can also be intuitively derived. Since the variance is affected
by agents with different investment horizon i, and the size of price change over
past i days contributes to this opinion convergence. Conditional variance of price
change is a function of αi|st − st−i|, i.e.
σ2t+1 = f(α1|st − st−1|, α2|st − st−2|, · · · , αM |st − st−M |) (5.10)
Thus taking the first order (linear) term in the taylor expansion of equation 5.10 we
arrive at equation 5.9. This intuitive derivation is a shortcut to derive equation 5.9,
but it lacks the detailed behavioral flavor in our ABM.
5.3.2 Impact on trading activity
While we have assumed that the probability of trading each day is constant at p,
it is not the case in real market as argued in assumption VI. Several behaviors
are associated with this assumption. Technical traders places thresholds on the
buy/sell price, so that they can buy a stock once the stock price is desirable, or
clear a position to prevent huge losses [43]. Margin call is another factor that forces
selling when price movement is too large, so that the margin can be maintained [97].
Order placement is also a factor that contributes the increasing trading activity
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[98]. Thus it is more realistic to assume a time-dependent p that is affected by
past price changes.
We assume traders put technical threshold around the price i days ago, where i
depends on the investment horizons, then the probability of trading pt+1 depends
on the the past price difference |st−st−i| weighted by αi as in the previous section.
It means larger past price change over the past i days induces more trades for
agents with investment horizons i. Thus the probability of trading at day i is
pt+1 = p0 + α
M∑
i=1
(αi|st − st−i|) = p0 + αΩΣt (5.11)
Here p0 is the trading probability insensitive to past price changes, and α is a pro-
portionality constant characterizing the size of additional trading activity caused
by past volatility Σt.
5.3.3 Final stochastic volatility model
With the two additional behaviors analyzed above, equation 5.9 transforms into
σ2t+1 = 2pt+1n0ΩΣt (5.12)









The first term is very small compared to the second term because most agents’
trading propensities are hugely affected by volatility in market (p0 very small).
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Hence we can ignore the first constant term and focus on the second quadratic






















Equaton 5.15 is the final stochastic volatility model we arrive at, with parameters A
and B described by equations 5.16 and 5.17. In this model, every parameter has a
realistic interpretation. For equation 4.4 in step 2 of our ABM, the proportionality
constant k between aggregate demand and return is set to be 1. In real market
the constant k can be merged into A and B without affecting the major statistical
properties of the model.
In this model every parameter carries a clear interpretation in real market. It can
be seen from equation 5.11 that B/A characterizes the proportion of trades due
to past volatility Σt; A controls the average size of volatility; M is the longest
investment horizon using technical analysis; d characterizes the decays of the use
of technical analysis with increasing investment horizon.
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5.4 Scaling relations of long memory
To investigate the long memory property of the stochastic volatility model, let us
study the property of auto-correlation functions (ACF) in absolute returns and
squared returns.
As absolute values are difficult to deal with, we approximate them to






Autocorrelation of absolute returns at lag l is given by
ρl ∼ 〈(|rt| − 〈|rt|〉)(|rt+l| − 〈|rt+l|〉)〉


















When j < l, we have
Ψijl ≈ 0.
When l < j < i+ l, we have
Ψijl = Ψi,k+l,l ≈ 〈
k∑
m=1
|rt−m|2 − 〈|rt−m|〉2〉 ≈ kσ2|r| ≈ (j − l)σ2|r|.
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When j > i+ l, we have
Ψijl = Ψi,i+l+k,l ≈ 〈
k∑
m=1







































∼ B(1.5− d, 2d− 1)
(d− 0.5)(1.5− d) l
2−2d
∝ l2−2d.
Therefore we obtain ρl ∝ l2−2d = l−γ1 , where γ1 = 2 − 2d. For autocorrelation in
squared returns, we have
ρ′l ∼ 〈(r2t − 〈r2t 〉)(r2t+l − 〈r2t+l〉)〉
∼ 〈(σ2t − 〈σ2t 〉)(σ2t+l − 〈σ2t+l〉)〉.
There are two extreme situations here.
1) If p0  2α′Σt, representing the fact that trading tendency due to past price
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fluctuations is much higher than background value of p0, we obtain σt+1 ≈ BΣt.
Assuming that (st−st−i) and (st−i−st−j) are weakly correlated, we obtain corr(|st−
st−i|, |st − st−j|) ≈ 0. Thus
σ2t − 〈σ2t 〉 ∼ 2
∑
i≤j




i−2d((st − st−i)2 − 〈(st − st−j)2〉).




i−2dj−2d((st − st−i)2 − 〈(st − st−i)〉2)((st+l − st+l−j)2 −
〈(st+l − st+l−j)〉2)〉
∼ l4−4d.
i.e. ρ′l ∼ 〈(r2t − 〈r2t 〉)(r2t+l − 〈r2t+l〉)〉 ∼ l−γ2 where γ2 = 4d − 4. For d = 1.12, we
have γ2 = 0.48.
2) In the case that p0  2α′Σt, which is approximately the case of our behavioral
model, we again have the decay in squared returns as ρ′l ∼ l2−2d.
Therefore, the value of γ2 fluctuates between γ1 and 2γ1 depending on the relative
size of trades triggered by crossing thresholds placed by technical traders.
Therefore, our stochastic volatility model in equation 5.15 has power-law ACF in
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both absolute returns and squared returns, i.e.








and the exponents γ1 and γ2 are associated with d:
γ1 = 2d− 2;
2d− 2 ≤ γ2 ≤ 4d− 4;
γ1 ≤ γ2 ≤ 2γ1.
(5.19)
The scaling relation in equation 5.19 is very similar to the phase transition phe-
nomenon in statistical physics. In statistical mechanics, during a phase transition
of a material, certain quantities has a power-law dependence on temperature or
magnetism. The exponents in such power-law functions are only related to the
structure of the material, and independent of the values of the their interaction
parameters. Our stochastic volatility model gives a striking similarity of this phe-
nomenon. It can be seen from our scaling relation in equation 5.19 that the expo-
nents γ1, γ2 and d are related in such a way that is independent of parameters A
and B in model equation 5.15.
To verify the scaling relations, we test the validity of equation 5.19 on the set of
30 stocks of Dow Jones Industrial Index components. Figure 5.3 shows the plot of
the empirical values of γ1 against γ2 from each of the 30 stocks, with every point
from one stock. The two solid lines represents the relation γ1 = γ2 and 2γ1 = γ2.
The scaling relation requires that the points lie in between the two lines. It can be
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seen that all of the points lie within the two lines except for three of them which
still lie on the boarder line of γ1 = γ2. It is also observed that the points are
spread around γ1 = 0.4, which corresponds to d = 1.2, and this d value is very
close to the empirical value of 1.12 retrieved from the survey result in [71]. Hence
we can conclude that the scaling relation predicted by our model can be confirmed
by empirical observations.
Figure 5.3: Confirmation of the scaling relations in equation 5.19. Dependence of γ1
against γ2 for the 30 stocks in Dow Jones Indices components. Daily closing prices
from 1971-2010 are used for each stock. The two exponents fulfill γ1 ≤ γ2 ≤ γ1, so
the scaling relation predicted by our stochastic volatility model is consistent with
these empirical data. The range of lag, 11 ≤ l ≤ 250, is used because theoretical
power-law decay of the ACF is valid for large l, and for l > 250 the ACF values
are close to the noise level.
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5.5 Monte Carlo simulation
5.5.1 Determination of parameters
The time series model in equation 5.15 has four parameters A, B, d and M . We
shall see that most of these parameter carries a realistic meaning and can be
retrieved from market.
The parameter d characterizes the decay in the usage of technical analysis with
investment horizon, and its value can be found from market survey result. The
empirical value is 1.12. In our simulation we use 1.2 which is close to the empirical
value.
M is the longest investment horizon that technical strategy is being applied. In
the simulation we use M = 500 which corresponds to two years. This is in line
with the market survey that technical analysis is hardly used beyond one year.
To determine the values of A and B from market data, we look at the ratio of
background trading volume p0 against trading volume due to price impact Σt.
Since the market landscape has been changing during the last half a century due
to computerization in late 90s and the adoption of high-frequency trading in the
recent decade, there have been structural changes in trading volumes. Hence we
only focus on the 10 year period 1997-2006 during which high frequency trading
has not been massively adopted and program trading has already become a norm.
For stock AA, daily trading volume vi is used from 1997 to 2006 with i ∈ [1, 2516].
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Since trading volume has increased through the ten-year period, we fit the data
of vi v.s. i with a linear function yi, and form a new detrended time series of
v′i = vi/yi. From v
′
i, the average value of the smallest 1% of the data is assumed to
be representing p0, as we know that pt ≥ p0. The average of the whole time series
is assumed to be 〈pt〉.
From our calculation, 〈pt〉 ≈ 3p0, which means 〈p0+αΩΣt〉 ≈ 3p0. Hence we obtain
the relation p0 ≈ 0.5〈αΩΣt〉. This indicates trading volume due to price impact is













































Here we have used the identity in equation 5.4. When d = 1.2, we have B ≈ 0.05.
The empirical value of 〈σt〉 ≈ 0.01 for S&P500, hence we have A = 15〈σt〉 = 0.002.
Analysis on other major stocks gives similar results. It has to be noted that this
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way of calibrating parameters is very crude, yet it will be seen that it works well
in simulation.
It can also be seen that the upper limit in the summation sign of equation 5.20
needs to be finite (in our case it is 500) to have a solution for B, otherwise the
summation is not convergent for d < 1.5. In the context of the behavioral meaning
behind our model, it means technical traders have a finite investment horizon. This
is supported again by empirical survey result in [71].
5.5.2 Results






Daily return rt is simulated using equation 5.2 as a standard formalism in ARCH
type models, i.e.
rt = σtηt
As we have seen earlier that in contrary to standard ARCH models in which ηt
is i.i.d., in our model ηt should be time-dependent. But for simplicity we first
simulate the model using i.i.d. standard normal for ηt, with the other distributions
of ηt tested in the next section.
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In figure 5.4 we compare the empirical CDF with simulation result. Similar to
chapter 4, the empirical result is the aggregate CDF of all of the 309 stock daily
returns. In the simulation 1,000,000 time steps are taken to match the total number
of empirical data points. It is evident that the two curves overlap very well, with
accuracy up to five standard deviations. Figure 5.5 shows the comparison of ACF
between empirical and simulation data. The decays of ACF in both absolute and
squared returns show a power-law function against time lag, and this phenomenon
is well captured by simulation result. Numerically the simulation result reproduces
the empirical decay exponent very well:
 γ1,simulation = 0.40 γ1,empirical = 0.44;γ2,simulation = 0.53 γ2,empirical = 0.70;
At the same time, the scaling relation in equation 5.19 is also fulfilled with d = 1.2.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison between the CDF of our stochastic volatility model and
empirical result of S&P500. The two curves overlap up to 5 standard deviations.
Not only the tail part of the distribution is reproduced by the model, the central
part is well matched as well.
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squared returns of SP500
Figure 5.5: Comparison between the ACF of our stochastic volatility model and
empirical result of S&P500. The simulation results show similar decay behavior to
the S&P500 for both absolute returns and squared returns. The rate of decay is
also similar numerically.
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5.5.3 Robustness checking
We have discussed that ηt following a i.i.d. standard normal is not a realistic
assumption to the agents’ behaviors as it does not reflect the excess kurtosis of the
conditional distribution. Hence we use Student t distribution of different degrees
of freedom to perform simulation. The degree of freedom is taken to be 6, 8,
10 so that the excess kurtosis is 3, 1.5, 1. It can be seen from Figure 5.6a to
5.6c that the simulation results are still in agreement with empirical finding with
different degrees of freedom. The real underlying dynamics has a time varying
distribution with excess kurtosis changing between 0 and 30 shown earlier. Since
we demonstrate that fixed distributions with different excess kurtosis values give
the same outcome, we can safely say the real dynamic process would exhibit the
same scaling relations as well.
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(a) Degree of freedom 6. Simulation gives γ1 = 0.38, γ2 = 0.51.
(b) Degree of freedom is 8. Simulation gives γ1 = 0.31, γ2 = 0.49.
(c) Degree of freedom 10. Simulation gives γ1 = 0.38, γ2 = 0.55.
Figure 5.6: Plots of simulation results using ηt following t distribution with different
degrees of freedom from 6 to 10. Left is ACF plots of absolute and squared returns
for simulation v.s. S&P500 index. Right is CDF of absolute returns.
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5.6 Long memory and self-similarity
It has been suggested by many works that financial time series is related to crit-
ical phenomena similar to phase transitions in natural systems. This is mainly
due to the apparent scaling properties in both systems, and their universal scal-
ing exponents. Although critical phenomena in phase transitions have been well
understood by renormalization group theory, few works have addressed the origin
of the criticality in financial market explicitly. Here from our stochastic volatility
model, an analogy between financial market and natural systems can be drawn.
In the Ising model of D dimensions, SR defines the spin at position R and can only
take values of ±1. At the critical point, the correlation between two spins SR and
SR+r are shown to be
G(r) = 〈SR, SR+r〉 = Kr2−D (5.21)
Such a slow decay of correlation with distance r is related to the self-similarity of
the Ising model, such that the spin map appears to be similar regardless of the
scale of observation.
In the case of financial time series, we can see that the absolute returns at time t
and t+ l are correlated:
ρl = 〈|rt|, |rt+l|〉 = K ′l2−2d (5.22)
In financial time series, we observe the scaling properties in time, i.e. the time series
looks similar at different time scales: daily, weekly or monthly returns have similar
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Phase transition spin S position R dim D 〈SR, SR+r〉 = Kr2−D
Financial TS volatility |r| time t decay d 〈|rt|, |rt+l|〉 = K ′l2−2d
Table 5.1: Analogy between phase transition and financial time series. The table
provides a mapping of variables from phase transition to financial time series.
statistical properties. In other words, the self-similarity property of financial time
series is closely related to long memory of volatility. If we treat volatility |rt| as
spins SR, time lag l as length r, and decay exponent 2d as dimension D in the Ising
model, we have the exact one to one correspondence between the two systems, as
shown in table 5.1. The empirical value of d = 1.12 corresponds to the physical
dimension D = 2.24 in phase transition.
In phase transition of the Ising model, self-similarity means the statistical property
appears to be invariant with scaling in length. Since length scale corresponds to
time scale in financial time series, it means the statistical property of returns
is invariant under different time scales - aggregation of high frequency returns.
Figure 5.7a shows that the CDF of both S&P500 returns and simulation result
from equation 5.15 for different return intervals τ collapse under the same curve.
Each curve here is normalized to zero mean and unit variance, and figure 5.8b plots
the returns v.s. time for both time series.
This apparent similarity between the Ising model and financial time series has very
different underlying mechanism though. In the Ising model, short range interaction
results in long range correlations near critical point in the form of power-law decay.
The dimension D controls the speed of decay in spatial correlation equation 5.21.
In the case of the time series represented by our model equation 5.15, the origin for
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long range (in time coordinates) correlation is directly related to the long invest-
ment horizons of investors. The investors with different investment horizons act
as the coupling forces between the returns at different time scales. Such coupling
forces decay with distance (again, in time coordinates) as power-law function with
exponent d. Hence the origin of such long range correlation is directly related the
long range coupling, rather than the short range interaction in the Ising model. In
other words, the scalings in phase transition happen as critical phenomena when
the system is at criticality; whereas in financial market, it is not so straight forward
to see the role of criticality in the system. The investment horizons of agents could
be the dominant contributing factor.
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Figure 5.7: CDF of time series of different return intervals for S&P500 and simu-
lation result from equation 5.15. Each time series is normalized to zero mean and
unit variance, and they collapse onto the same curve exhibiting similar statistical
property. Gaussian distribution is shown side-on-side to demonstrate the fat tail
of returns exists at all time scales.
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Figure 5.8: Plots of both S&P500 returns and simulation result for different return
intervals τ ranging from 1 day to 16 days.
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5.7 Summary on the stochastic volatility model
Starting from the underlying mathematical structure of our behavioral model, we
manage to derive a stochastic volatility model that is similar to the ARCH con-
struction. Our model construction gives a new approach to calibrate the model
parameters: rather than statistical fitting, the parameters can be retrieved from
empirical market data with realistic behavioral interpretation behind.
The two stylized facts mentioned in chapter 1 can be directly explained through
our model – fat tails in return distributions arise when technical traders converge
in their trading strategies and opinions, and long memory in absolute and squared
returns are due to the heterogeneous investment horizons of the market partici-
pants. Such an explanation is more than a qualitative argument, as mathematical
relations can be drawn between empirical behaviors and return statistics as demon-
strated.
This is not the first time that a stochastic volatility model is constructed from
behaviors, but the mechanism in our model is unique and the accuracy of the
model predication has never been achieved before to the best of our knowledge.
On the other hand, ARCH family models usually adopt hand-waving arguments of
market dynamics, with less behavioral interpretation behind. Although the model
shares some resemblance of ARCH family models, there are some key differences,
which we will see in the next chapter.
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Relationship to ARCH Models
Since the first introduction of the Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity
(ARCH) model [4] by R. F. Engle in 1982, variations of it have constructed for
financial market. The primary aim of such models is to reproduce price dynamics
with good accuracy, in particular return distributions, long memory (volatility
clustering) and leverage effect.
As our stochastic volatility model has the similar formulation as ARCH type mod-
els, it is worth comparing it to the broad range of ARCH models. One fundamen-
tal difference between our model and the general ARCH type models is that ours
starts from empirically observed behaviors, in contrast to the hand-waving argu-
ments that formulate ARCH models. Putting this aside, we can draw analogies to
them on the mathematical level, to see how our model performs and what it means
to ARCH type modeling. Since leverage effect is not considered in our model, this
chapter does not focus on the models dealing with this particular stylized fact.
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In this chapter, residual t is equivalent to return rt in the mathematical analysis,
for return in this thesis is defined after removing its mean value as we have argued
in the beginning of chapter 5.
6.1 Conditional volatility
Before starting the comparison, let us write down the explicit form of conditional

























In ARCH(q) models, the conditional volatility depends on the square values of
previous q days’ returns, and the dependence is linear as shown in section 2.2.1.
While it is the simplest among of all its variations, it has the form which many
others can be related to, including GARCH and FIGARCH.
Our stochastic volatility model of equation 6.1 cannot be explicitly related to
ARCH(q) models, as the absolute values we are dealing with prevent us from
breaking up the individual returns. The other major difference between our model
and most other ARCH models is the dependence on the first order past returns.
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Some models including Nonlinear GARCH [99] and Threshold GARCH [100] in-
corporate the first order terms to introduce leverage effect, yet in our model the
leverage effect is not reflected since the absolute value of the returns in the equation
imposes a symmetrical impact by positive and negative returns.
For the comparisons in the following sections, crude estimations are made in order
give close resemblance among the models. Hence it has to be kept in mind that the
real dynamics dictated by our model is not as close to others as the comparison
appears to be.
6.2 Fitting onto GARCH
Although GARCH models have a volatility memory much shorter than empir-
ical financial data, it is very successful in producing distributional properties.
GARCH(1,1) model can be rewritten into a form of ARCH(∞) model as:














In equation 6.2, the coefficient in front of 2t−i decays exponentially as αβ
i−1, which
is much faster than our model which coefficients decay as power-law function. This
is the reason behind the fast decaying memory of the GARCH model.
Empirically, fitting a GARCH(1,1) model gives α+β smaller but close to 1. Fitting
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the simulation result of our stochastic volatility model gives the same relationship
as well. The fact that α+β ≈ 1 led to the Integrated GARCH model by enforcing
α + β = 1. The problem with IGARCH is that it has a memory much more
persistent than empirical data, thus making it less useful in volatility modeling.
Being a non-integrated process for our model, the calibration result of α+ β close
to 1 means the apparent integrated process of real financial data may be an artifact
of other dynamics.
By fitting the simulation result from our stochastic volatility model equation 5.15
onto a GARCH(1,1) model, the following model is obtained with maximum likeli-
hood estimation(MLE):
σ2t = 5.616
−7 + 0.093752t−1 + 0.8941σ
2
t−1 (6.3)
Hence the sum α+β = 0.09375+0.8941 = 0.98785 ≈ 1, which is exactly in line with
the empirical fact that fitting of GARCH gives a process close to integrated time
series. This confirms the accuracy of our model from another aspect: α + β ≈ 1
does not mean the process is close to a integrated one, but may be an artifact of
another functional form in our model equation 5.15.
To illustrate the performance of GARCH and our model, Monte Carlo simula-
tions are run for both 5.15 and GARCH(1,1) fitted from empirical data. Without
and statistical testing, figure 6.1a shows that our model performs better than
GARCH(1,1) at capturing the CDF of absolute returns. It can be seen from 6.1b
that GARCH(1,1) is not able to capture the faster decay of ACF in squared returns
found in empirical data.
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(a) CDF comparison between empirical data (S&P500), GARCH(1,1) and our stochastic
volatility model. While GARCH(1,1) is not able to capture the tail distribution closely,
our model matches the empirical data closely up to 10σ.
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ACF of New Model square returns
(b) Autocorrelation plots for absolute and squared returns from S&P500, GARCH(1,1)
and our model 5.15. While both GARCH(1,1) and our model can capture the decay
trend in ACF of absolute returns, GARCH(1,1) is not able to capture the faster decay
of ACF in squared returns found in empirical data.
Figure 6.1: Comparison with GARCH(1,1) show that our model outperforms
GARCH(1,1) both in turns of distributional and long memory properties.
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6.3 Fractionally integrated processes
On a casual look, our stochastic volatility model in equation 5.15 has some simi-
larity to a fractionally integrated process. One particular example of fractionally


















≈ Γ(1− d∗∗)−1kd∗∗−1 (6.5)
Hence d∗∗ is related to our d by d∗∗ − 1 = 0.5− d. In the original paper [101], the
value of d∗∗ is in the range of 0 < d∗∗ < 0.5, which corresponds to 1 < d < 1.5, and
this covers the empirical value of d = 1.12.
Another example of fractionally integrated process is the famous fractionally inte-
grated generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (FIGARCH) model
[61]. FIGARCH model was developed to work around some weaknesses of the
GARCH model. We have seen in chapter 2 that while GARCH model is able to
produce the return distribution at the tail end, the autocorrelation property is
poorly captured. In particular, the memory of absolute returns in GARCH model
decays exponentially, yet empirical data shows power-law decays (or ‘hyperbolic’
decays as the term commonly used by econometricians). The fact that α + β ≈ 1
leads to the belief returns follow an integrated process, thus IGARCH model was
created by fixing the relation α + β = 1 in GARCH. On the other hand, the time
series produced by IGARCH models has a memory much more persistent than
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empirical data due to the fact that it is an integrated process. Hence a ‘mathe-
matical compromise’ is made between GARCH and IGARCH models to produce a
memory that is neither too short nor too persistent, and the new model was called
FIGARCH.
The FIGARCH model representation can be written as:
φ(L)(1− L)d∗2t = ω + [1− β(L)]vt (6.6)
where vt = 
2
t − σ2t , L is the lag operator which gives the value of the variable on





t−2. φ(L) and β(L) are
polynomials of L. Equation 6.6 can be transformed into
σ2t = ω[1− β(L)]−1 + {1− [1− β(L)]−1φ(L)(1− L)d
∗}2t (6.7)
In the case of FIGARCH(1,d∗,1), we have φ(L) = 1, β(L) = βL, and equation 6.7
becomes
σ2t = ω[1− βL]−1 + {1− [1− βL)]−1(1− L)d
∗}2t





Thus the conditional variance σ2t has a power-law decay of coefficients with expo-
nent d∗ − 1.
In our original stochastic volatility model equation 5.14, the conditional variance
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can be written as
σ2t ≈ ω∗∗ +B2Σ2t




Very roughly, we can say (
M∑
i=1




Hence in our stochastic volatility model,




Comparing equation 6.8 and 6.9, we can see that the two exponents are related:
2− 2d ≈ 1− d∗ (6.10)
In practice, FIGARCH model has a value of d∗ in the range 0 < d∗ < 1, which
corresponds to 1 < d < 1.5 in our model. This is exactly the range covering our
empirical value of d = 1.12.
6.4 Heterogeneous ARCH
The heterogeneous ARCH model proposed in [102] is similar to our model in cer-
tain ways. It assumes that agents are heterogeneous in a way that they focus on
volatility of different temporal resolution. In other words, different traders look at
price changes over different horizons. The motivation for assuming heterogeneity
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comes from the empirical fact that there is a asymmetry in the information flow
between fine volatility and coarse volatility. The later predicts the earlier from the
lag-correlation results. The authors interpret this empirical finding as the fact that
short term traders react to both long term volatility and short term volatility, but
long term traders - fundamentalists - react only to long term volatility.
With such an assumption, the conditional volatility is defined as the weighted sum
of squared values of past aggregate returns in equation 6.11.







Here M refers to the maximum horizon that traders look at, same as the definition
in our model. The HARCH model is different from most other ARCH models by
using the aggregate returns
∑j
i=1 rt−i instead of simple returns rt−i. Such a for-
mulation is used because traders focuse on volatility - absolute value of aggregate
returns - of different intervals. With the power-law functional form for the coef-
ficients cj as cj = k · jµ, the model can give long memory property in simulated
time series. i.e.








Since the term (
j∑
i=1
rt−i)2 has the same order as j2
j∑
i=1
r2t−i, the comparison with our
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model yields a relation µ+ 2 ≈ 2− 2d, i.e.
µ = −2d (6.14)
In [102], the above hyperbolic functional form is not used for calibration. Instead,
something called ‘market components’ are used. 7 values of horizons are chosen
in the model separated by powers of p, i.e. j = 1, 4, 16, 64, 2561024, 4096, with
one unit of time referring to 30 minutes. This corresponds to the interval from 30
minutes to 12 weeks. The argument for choosing 7 components instead of equally
spaced 4096 components is that traders of different types usually take typical time
horizons, rather than all possible time horizons between 1 and maximum. This
assumption resonates with the survey designed in [71], in which 6 typical time
horizons are chosen in the survey questions: intraday, days, weeks, 2-6 months,
6-12 months and years.
In the construction of our stochastic volatility model equation 5.15, we have trans-
formed the sparse result of 6 time horizons into a finely spaced 500 time intervals
from 1 day to 500 days. It is worth noting that the two approaches share the same
numerical origin, and results are expected to be similar as we shall see later.
While HARCH model is able to capture the long memory in volatility, its construc-
tion using linear combinations of squared returns is based on ‘their good analytical
tractability’ similar to ARCH family. There is no clear interpretation as how the
heterogeneous market components (time interval) are derived from trading be-
havior. Also, the parameter estimation is carried out using statistical fitting and
genetic algorithm, unlike our model which directly uses market data.
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6.5 Borlan-Bouchaud
[98] is another very successful model that simulates long memory, and one of its
assumption is that agents place stop gain/loss on their positions around the trans-
action price to limit their risk and lock in the gains. The authors assume the
distribution of stop gain/loss price around the transaction price to follow a func-
tional form of
P (∆) ∼ |∆|exp(−k∆2) (6.15)
where ∆ is the distance between the transaction price and stop gain/loss price
of the trades at any time. This form seems to be an arbitrary definition by the
authors, and it allows easy analytical tractability.
Hence, for trades placed at time t − i, the proportion of them being cleared at
time t is determined by the the absolute price change between time t and t− i. In
other words, the additional trades triggered by reaching the stop gain/loss limits
contributes to volatility at time t. Under certain approximations, the conditional










Here gl is proportional to the total number of trades with horizon l, τ is the return
interval, and gl is the decay coefficient for the number of trades at different lag l.
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In a sense the model is very similar the HARCH model. They both depend on the
linear combination of the squared aggregate past returns. The additional input by
this model is that it is constructed from a more detailed behavioral assumption,
though the functional form of stop gain/loss position in equation 6.15 was assumed
arbitrarily.
Comparing to our stochastic volatility model, it is equivalent to
1− µ∗ = 2− 2d (6.19)
It is also very interesting that their model gives the decay of auto-correlation
in squared returns with power-law exponent 2 − 2µ∗, which is exactly what we
obtained from 4 − 4d by comparing with equation 6.19. For our empirical value
of d = 1.12, this corresponds to µ∗ = 1.24, which lies exactly in the range of
1 < µ∗ < 1.5 proposed by [98], and is also close to their numerical calibration
result of µ∗ = 1.15. Apart from this, the model is able to capture time reversal
asymmetry of empirical data discovered by [103].
The calibration of the model is called ‘soft calibration’ by the authors. It means
rather than estimating the exact parameter values of the best fitting, approximate
parameter values are retrieved to ensure model consistency and reproduction of
stylized facts, and it turns out that the fitting is not bad. Although this is one step
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further than the conventional statistical estimation, in the way that quantitative
stylized facts directly infer parameter values, it is still done in a mathematical
way, with no connection to empirical values from agent behaviors. The model was
also unable to account for the reason behind choosing the memory kennel in the
model. It assumes that an infinite kernel length is needed for the model, i.e. the
conditional volatility depends on the whole history of the time series information.
Yet our model provides an explicit account for the finiteness of the memory kennel,
as it depends on the maximum horizon of technical traders, and such an assumption
proved to be quite successful in producing good simulation results.
6.6 Quadratic ARCH
The quadratic ARCH(QARCH) model is a general form of ARCH family defined
in [104]. The labyrinth of ARCH models are mostly special cases of QARCH, as








Kτ,τ ′rt−τrt−τ ′ (6.20)
The linear term is related to leverage effect, sometimes ignored in GARCH and
FIGARCH models. The memory kennel Kτ,τ ′ comprises the weight of all the
combinations of past returns at different times. ARCH, GARCH and FIGARCH
only have the diagonal terms in Kτ,τ ′ , with different decaying trend; HARCH and
Borlan-Bouchaud models contains off-diagonal terms that are not negligible.
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[31] has provided an in-depth analysis on QARCH models with comparison to other
forms of ARCH models. It has found that neither ARCH, GARCH or FIGARCH
is good for empirical estimation as they lack non-trivial off-diagonal values in the
kennel Kτ,τ ′ . The reason most models related to diagonal-only kennel performs not
too badly is that the off-diagonal entries are significantly smaller than the diagonal
ones, yet they are not negligibly small to be ignored altogether. It has also found
that none of the existing ARCH related models has the off-diagonal coefficients
resembling that of empirical estimation from QARCH model. It means none of the
existing models from ARCH family is able to capture the fine volatility feedback
property of empirical data in the context of QARCH.
Comparing with QARCH, it is obvious that our model equation 5.15 is not a
particular form of QARCH model, for we use absolute values of past aggregate
returns that are not possible to be decomposed into individual daily returns. Hence
any direct analytical comparison between the two is difficult. One remark that can
be made is the decay of diagonal elements in the kennel Kτ,τ ′ . Estimation of
QARCH leads to power-law decay of the diagonal terms, which is in line with
models of FIGARCH and HARCH, and in agreement with our model, although
strictly speaking our model cannot be decomposed into the kennel representation
of QARCH.
It is worth nothing that when applied to stock index, fitting of QARCH leads
to significant off-diagonal elements in the kennel at τ = 5 and around τ ≈ 10,
which corresponds to one week and two weeks trading time. The calibration of
QARCH is carried out only for maximum lag of 10, hence any higher τ values are
not observed. This finding provides the support for HARCH model [102] using
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different market components, assuming traders have trading horizons at one day,
one week, one months or higher, rather than all possible number of days. This is
perhaps a more realistic assumption of agent behaviors, which can be incorporated
into our stochastic volatility model.
Since the survey questions in [71] are fixed at horizons of days, weeks, 2-6 months, 6-
12 months and years, we can choose the market components as τ = 5, 20, 80, 200, 500.




αi|st − st−i| (6.21)
From the same survey result of [71], we can obtain the values of αi by summing up
the percentage of technical analysis and flows. Thus α5 = 0.454, α20 = 0.578, α80 =
0.505, α200 = 0.267, α500 = 0.076. This is a very rough estimation of parameters,








The corresponding values of A and B are A = 0.002 and B = 0.074, and the
simulation result is shown in figure 6.2. It can be seen that with such a primitive
parameterization, our simulation could produce a long memory decay in auto-
correlation not far from empirical results, and the CDF is close to empirical up to
5 standard deviations. With more careful selection of lag parameters, the result
will definitely be improved. But here we only show an illustration that multiple
sparse time lags due to technical trading horizons can be easily incorporated into
our model to produce good result, without any statistical estimation.
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(a) ACF of 5 components model.
(b) CDF of 5 components model
Figure 6.2: Plots of simulation results of 5 components model with parameters
from survey results in [71]. Though the parameters are used from the survey result
in a crude way, long memory and fat-tail can be reproduced qualitatively.
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6.7 Non-quadratic dependence
It seems that most of the models in ARCH family is written in terms of linear
combinations of quadratic forms of past return, and there has been no clear justifi-
cation on this formulation. Indeed [101] has proposed an alternative formula that
is based on the conditional standard deviation instead of its squared value. [105]
went even further by defining the value of σδt with δ being a non-integer:
σδt = α0 +
p∑
i=1
αi(|t−i| − γit−i)δ + · · · (6.23)
This model is named asymmetric power GARCH by the authors. Here the term
γit−i characterizes the leverage effect. The value of δ is estimated to be 1.43. The
rationale behind such non-quadratic models is that auto-correlation is strongest
for |rt|d with 1 < d < 2 empirically, thus justifying the choice of d smaller than
2. Possibly due to its difficulty in analytical framework, these two non-quadratic
models are not discussed as extensively as their counterparts. Our model equa-
tion 5.15 can be viewed as a similar model to equation 6.4 that standard deviation
is modeled instead of its square. But since absolute values of aggregate returns are
used in our model, the model is not linear, and detailed analytical work becomes
more difficult than other models.
It is interesting to note that almost all of the models discussed above and many
others in the ARCH family have the same order on both sides of the equations: if
σt is used, the right hand side would be the linear combinations of first order of
returns and standard deviation; if σ2t is used, the right hand side would be squared
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values of returns and standard deviations. Linear term is only incorporated into σ2t
representations when leverage effect is taken into account. This equality in orders
appears to come from the apparent mathematical symmetry rather than practical
significance.
On the other hand, when our model was derived, since there was a full behav-
ioral picture behind, no such restriction in ‘mathematical symmetry’ was enforced.
Hence the original model equation 5.14 has both quadratic term and linear term.
This breaking of order symmetry may be the cause for δ = 1.43 in equation 6.23.
More specifically, 1 < δ < 2 may be a consequence of the fact that the representa-
tion of σ2t contains both linear and quadratic terms.
6.8 Short summary
There are still many other variations of ARCH we have overlooked in the above
discussion. It does not mean they are not as meaningful as the ones discussed here,
but most of them may share similar motivation and form. Several points can be
made about the existing ARCH models as compared to ours in equation 5.15.
1. While fractionally integrated models are able to produce long memory and
fat tail with mathematical formulation, their success could be due to the
coincidental similarity to the mechanism proposed in our model. In our
model we are able to give some clear behavioral interpretation to this type
of formulation.
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2. According to our model, the reason behind 0 < d∗ < 1 in FIGARCH, and
0 < d∗∗ < 0.5 behind model equation 6.4 are due to the fact that technical
strategy is applied at different investment horizons with power-law decay
exponent 1 < d < 1.5.
3. Mathematically, the conditional variance depends on a limited number of past
returns, such that the time series can have a finite unconditional variance.
The reason behind is that technical traders have finite investment horizons
much shorter than fundamental investors. i.e. M has a cutoff corresponding
to the limited holding period of technical investors.
4. ηt is time dependent due to opinion convergence, rather than i.i.d., which
has been assumed in most ARCH type models. In particular, the conditional
distribution of ηt has a larger kurtosis when the past volatility is big.
5. The dependence of conditional volatility on past returns may not be the
simple quadratic form suggested by QARCH or HARCH models. Indeed,
the authors themselves have argued that the quadratic form is a compromise
of mathematical tractability. The form suggested by our model performs
equally well, if not better.
These suggest a common mechanism hidden inside some of the ARCH models that
produce long memory and fat tail, yet an explicit explanation is given in our model




Agent-based modeling of economic system is attracting increasing attention in the
past decade, and many envision this trend as a necessity due to the increasing
complexity of modern economies [106–108]. Physicists are not among the first
to adopt such an approach to study economic systems, but their contributions
are significant. One of the challenges in the field is to identify the behaviors of
individual entities to make realistic models. In the recent decade, the abundance
of market data allows researchers to indirectly decipher agent behaviors to some
extend, and the growing field of behavioral economics/finance provides invaluable
input for model construction.
In financial market, agent-based models can help the understanding of market dy-
namics at a microscopic level, and explain the macroscopic market fluctuations
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from the microscopic interactions. While qualitative understanding of market fluc-
tuations has been achieved in the past, producing the stylized facts with quanti-
tative accuracy remained a challenge. This work has made one step closer to this
goal. Our agent-based model started from empirical behaviors and was partially
calibrated on market data. It is able to capture the tail behavior of return dis-
tributions and number of trade distributions. The result has been shown to be
robust with a realistic sets of parameter values, indicating a possible dominant
mechanism behind market dynamics and statistics. At a day to day level, market
fluctuation is dictated by the behavior of technical traders, and the fat tail in re-
turns may correspond to the periods they converge in their trading opinions. From
the stochastic volatility model extended from the agent-based model, the volatility
clustering effect, or long memory, could be attributed to heterogeneous investment
horizons of the agents. This relation can be quantitatively analyzed and empirical
proven as demonstrated in this thesis, providing a solid support for the validity of
the model.
Another contribution by this work is a possible fine-detail interpretation of general
ARCH framework, as well as the introduction of a new stochastic volatility model.
Over the years, financial statisticians and market practitioners have developed
many variations of the ARCH model, aiming to produce all the major stylized
facts including fat tail and long memory. From a mathematical/statistical point of
view, the best model should be simple with very few parameters to calibrate, yet
can produce return statistics with quantitative accuracy. Some models have come
close to this ‘holy grail’, if it does exists, and the endeavor is still ongoing. As
the stochastic volatility model proposed in this thesis originates outright from an
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agent-based model, and every detail of its construction carries a clear behavioral
interpretation, it indirectly explains the meaning its ARCH-like formulation. It is
worth noting that the approach here is a bottom-up approach, which starts from
specific agent behaviors to a macroscopic model. This is in contrast to many other
stochastic volatility models, which are constructed from the macroscopic statistical
patterns. It is perhaps not a coincidence that this stochastic volatility model
shares some similar traits to certain ARCH family models including HARCH and
QARCH, yet we managed to give mathematical analogies to them, and explained
why those models work well.
Agent-based and stochastic modeling of financial market have mostly been dealt
with on separate paths, and here a link has been constructed between these two
approaches, with some success in quantitative accuracy. The agent-based model
and the derived stochastic volatility model differ in construction but share the same
mechanism of opinion convergence among technical traders. While the agent-based
model singles out the dominant market mechanism, the stochastic volatility model
allows a detailed analytical study. Both approaches allow their parameter values to
be retrieved from market data with clear behavioral interpretations, thus allowing
an in-depth study of this highly complex system of financial market.
While the models in this thesis are relatively simple with very few assumptions,
the real market place is much more complicated and behaviors of agents are defi-
nitely richer than what has been proposed here. Hence there are still grounds for
improvements on this work and they can be future research projects. In particular,
the leverage effect described in chapter 1 can be examined by introducing buy/sell
asymmetry in the model. This can be achieved by examining the statistics of
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buyer/seller initiated trades on a daily basis. One particular shortcoming of the
work is that it ignores the role of high frequency trading (HFT) at a intraday level.
How much HFT influence daily price fluctuations is a big question. It is possible
that HFT only affects price at intraday level, since the it focuses on short term
returns, and any other algorithmic trading with holding period longer than one
day can be considered as technical analysis, therefore lies within the consideration
of our work.
While the agent-based model is based on the assumption of adaptive agent behav-
iors, the process of adaptation can be further examined. Market is an evolving
system with players adapting their strategies constantly, and adaptive market hy-
pothesis [83] is becoming accepted by researchers. The models assume certain
invariant property (the dominance of one strategy at any point in time) in the
evolving market place. How does the invariance come about lies within the nature
of human beings. It could be greed, fear, herding and others, but the exact process
of forming such invariance can be further investigated in greater detail.
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